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Abstract  

As more and more investors look to diversify their portfolios further, their attentions have moved 

past emerging markets in recent years, towards the so-called frontier markets. Frontier markets are 

less developed and liquid than emerging markets but offer tremendous opportunities for investors 

willing to allocate capital into them. This thesis will look into the applicability of global, as well as 

Frontier Fama-French-Carhart four-factor models within these markets and what the 

consequences are in terms of the efficient market hypothesis. The factor models will try to explain 

returns based on Size, Value and Momentum, as the literature has shown that asset pricing models 

tend to have difficulties explaining these strategies. Our findings indicate that Global Fama-French 

factors do partially explain long-only returns, yet Frontier Fama-French-Carhart factors appear 

more suitable. However, the results indicate that there is a factor missing in Frontier Fama-French-

Carhart factors, which could explain the excess returns. Moreover, as we did not find statistically 

significant and positive intercepts for all applied Momentum strategies against the Frontier and 

Global Fama-French-Carhart factors (not even in the robustness test), we cannot reject the weak 

efficient market hypothesis. However, dollar-neutral Size and Value strategies (also the combined 

portfolio with dollar-neutral Momentum) seem to consistently outperform Frontier and Global 

factors.  
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1. Introduction  

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

This section covers the background setting of the thesis, as well as a course of 

investigation and the objectives through research questions of this thesis.  

______________________________________________________________________ 

1.1 Background 

As economic integration of the world is steadily increasing and less developed countries 

open their markets for outside investments, investors are looking for attractive investment 

opportunities in these new frontiers. Today these markets are considered to be frontier 

markets, as they are not as large as emerging markets, yet attract an increasingly growing 

number of international investors, seeking diversification as well as yield in the low-

interest environment of developed markets. While emerging markets have been covered 

in research since the 1990s, the last decade saw an increasing number of papers focussing 

on investment related research within frontier markets. Many of these have been 

focussing on market structure specific topics, such as liquidity, integration or general 

investment diversification. To our knowledge, only de Groot et al. (2012) and Berk et al. 

(2016), focussed more towards asset pricing in frontier markets, finding evidence of size, 

value and momentum yielding excessive returns. However, de Groot et al. (2012) did not 

apply frontier market specific Fama-French factors, but global factors. Therefore, we 

investigate both, global and more frontier market focussed Fama-French four-factor 

models. As for Size, Value and Momentum strategies, which have according to Israel et 

al. (2013) posed a challenge to asset pricing models, we are looking into whether these 

investment strategies are feasible and explainable through Fama-French four-factor 

models. Feeding the question whether a Fama-French four-factor model based on a 

frontier markets stock sample can explain returns better than Global Fama-French factors 

including and excluding the U.S. These findings are then used to determine whether 

frontier market returns can be predicted with historical information, i.e. answering, 

whether frontier markets are efficient. 

1.2 Course of Investigation 

Chapter 2 comprises the theoretical framework regarding past research concerning asset 

pricing, the efficient market hypothesis (EMH), and factor returns in international 

markets, with a focus on frontier markets. Following, chapter 3 introduces the data on 
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which this thesis is based on, ensued by the methodology for the analysis in chapter 4. In 

chapter 5 the asset pricing tests are conducted and described, which will be thoroughly 

analysed, checked with robustness tests and consequently linked with the literature in 

chapter 6. A concluding summary of the results is presented in chapter 7. 

1.3 Aim of the thesis 

The aim of this thesis is to analyse whether a Fama-French-Carhart four-factor model can 

explain returns based on size, value and momentum strategies and a combination thereof 

in frontier markets. Consequently, our thesis is looking into whether there are value, size 

and momentum returns in frontier equity markets as well as if these returns are 

discernible, and can they be explained by a Fama-French-Carhart four-factor model? And 

what does this indicate towards market efficiency in frontier markets? 

The analysis will be conducted in USD with Global Fama-French factors including and 

excluding the U.S., as well as our very own Fama-French factors based on the underlying 

data, as well as the framework by Fama and French. The portfolios for the size, value and 

momentum strategies will be constructed using dollar-neutral strategy, as well as a long-

only strategy. Furthermore, the question arises, whether global developed market factors 

are better suited at explaining size, value and momentum in frontier markets than 

specifically constructed frontier market factors? 
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2. Theoretical Framework  

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

This section covers the theoretical background of the thesis. It comprises asset pricing 

theory, market efficiency, investing in frontier markets as well as factor returns in 

international markets. 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

2.1 Asset Pricing  

In 1952 Harry Markowitz revolutionized the academic field of finance as well as the 

financial industry with his paper “Portfolio Selection”, by introducing the so-called 

modern portfolio theory, one of the basic elements for many following financial models 

in the field of asset pricing. Markowitz divided the set-up of a portfolio into two different 

steps. The first step consists of the observation and experience of a security, which results 

in beliefs about future returns. The latter is the starting point for the second stage, ending 

with the actual selection. According to Markowitz, stock selection should be based on the 

risk-return parity of a particular stock. By combining different stocks with different 

returns and volatilities, an investor can create a so-called efficient portfolio, which 

reduces the risk of the overall portfolio, due to diversification effects. Combining 

different stocks into portfolios can be done along the capital allocation line, which 

indicates all combinations of efficient portfolios. These portfolios can either be chosen 

by the lowest risk level, to get the highest possible return of all combinations or by 

choosing the highest expected return for a specific risk level. One of the refinements of 

Markowitz´s findings was the capital asset pricing model (hereafter CAPM), which was 

independently introduced by William Sharpe, John Lintner1 and Jan Mossin. The main 

contribution was answering the question of how a risk-averse investor would choose 

between risky and risk-free securities to set up an efficient portfolio. According to the 

CAPM, pricing of one security directly affects the pricing of others, thus equilibrium 

prices have to be found simultaneously. Its basic assumptions are the same as for the 

modern portfolio theory, in addition to assuming the existence of efficient markets, risk-

averse investors with homogeneous expectations as well as normally distributed returns. 

                                                           

 
1 Fama showed in his paper ”Risk, Return and Equilibrium: Some clarifying Comments”, written in 1968, 

the models from Sharpe and Lintner are effectively equal. 
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Following these assumptions, the market equilibrium can only be achieved if all investors 

select and structure their portfolios equally. More specifically, the market portfolio must 

include any available security in the market and in market equilibrium. All transactions 

are executed since an inefficient security would have been sold in favour of an efficient. 

As a consequence, the inefficient security would decrease in price, consequently the rate 

of return increases. The CAPM can be denoted by a market model (compare Fama, 1968):  

 

𝐸(𝑅𝑖) = 𝛼𝑖 + 𝛽𝑖(𝐸(𝑅𝑀 − 𝑟𝑓)) + 휀𝑖, 

 

in which ßi (the covariance between the return of asset i (Ri) and the market RM, divided 

by the variance of the market RM) is the systematic, non-diversifiable risk of the stock, rf 

is risk-free rate, RM is the market portfolio, and (RM – rf) is the market risk premium. 

While the CAPM depicts only market specific risk by the beta factor, Fama and French 

(1993) developed a three-factor model to explain excessive returns of stocks. Besides the 

market-beta-factor of the CAPM, they include two more factors, namely a size specific 

and a value indicating factor. Since Banz (1981) showed equities with lower market 

capitalisation tend to outperform those with larger market capitalisations, the size effect 

is measured by small minus big market capitalisation of firms. The value factor first 

observed by de Bondt and Thaler (1985), indicating equities with higher fundamental to 

price ratios outperform those with lower ratios, thus by high minus low book-to-market 

ratios. 

In 1997, Carhart added a fourth factor, allowing for momentum, which was already 

observed by Jegadeesh and Titman (1993), to the existing and already accepted CAPM 

and Fama-French three-factor models. Previous research indicated, prior well-performing 

securities tend to continue its upward trend for a certain time period and short-selling at 

the same time underperforming securities would achieve excessive returns. Hence 

Carhart developed his momentum factor, by buying previous outperformers and short-

selling underperformers.  

The Fama-French-Carhart four-factor model can be depicted as follows: 

𝑅𝑖(𝑡) − 𝑟𝑓(𝑡) =∝𝑖+ 𝛽𝑖[𝑅𝑀(𝑡) − 𝑟𝑓(𝑡)] + 𝛾𝑖𝑆𝑀𝐵(𝑡) + 𝛿𝑖𝐻𝑀𝐿(𝑡) + 휀𝑖𝑊𝑀𝐿(𝑡) +

𝜈𝑖(𝑡), 

where Ri(t) is the return for an asset i for month t, rf(t) is the risk-free rate, which we 

assume to be the 1-month U.S. Treasury bill rate, RM(t) is the market return, for which 
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we assume the MSCI Frontier Market Index, SMB(t) is the factor accounting for the 

differences in returns regarding small and big stocks by market capitalisation, HML(t) is 

the factor for differences in returns of value (high BE/ME) and growth (low BE/ME) 

stocks, and the WML(t) factor added by Carhart (1997), depicting the difference in 

returns for a specific month t of good-performing and poor-performing stocks of the last 

12 months. 

 

In 2012 Fama and French proposed a new model for international markets based on the 

previously introduced from Fama and French (1993) and Carhart (1997), which 

incorporates a size effect on both momentum and value stocks to control for such effects. 

Therefore, Fama and French (2012) utilise 2x3 and 5x5 portfolios, the first can be 

expressed as small growth, small neutral and small value minus the equivalent big 

intersections, the latter 5x5 portfolios are characterized similar to the 2x3 portfolios yet 

have different size breakpoints. A more detailed picture of this paper including results 

will be given in a subsequent part of the theoretical framework. Additionally, the Fama-

French factors are based on the Fama and French (2012) methodology, hence the 

methodology part is referring to this paper as well. 

2.2 Market Efficiency 

As briefly introduced in the previous chapter, this subchapter of the framework provides 

a more detailed view of the efficient market hypothesis (hereafter EMH), including some 

criticism, links to behavioural finance and evidence focused on some of the observed 

countries of this thesis, by other researchers.  

One of the oldest, but still very relevant contributions regarding the EMH was made by 

Eugene F. Fama in 1970, with his review of efficient capital markets. By definition, a 

market that is efficient presents the ideal situation. A market in which this situation easily 

occurs would have no transaction costs, all information is available at no costs for any 

participant and there are no different interpretations of this price-relevant information 

possible. However, Fama pointed out that a breach of one of these assumptions would not 

automatically imply inefficiencies since the market could be efficient if enough investors 

have the same information. Different interpretations fail to produce inefficiencies when 

no investor is able to evaluate more precise valuations than the traded market prices. By 

dividing how the information is accessible, the EMH differentiates between weak, semi-
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strong and strong form tests of market efficiency. In the weak form, no historical price 

patterns affect future prices. The semi-strong form assumes that other publicly available 

information, such as stock splits or earnings announcements will be reflected in prices 

within due time. The strong form of market efficiency further assumes investors to have 

monopolistic access to pricing-relevant information, which is also reflected in current 

prices.2  

 

One of the main issues was according to Fama (1970) the general loose definition of 

“fully reflecting” since no model can test on this broad implication. One assumption was 

to test it using the CAPM, however since it fails to explain the stochastic process of 

returns, thus Fama described the random walk model as superior. Malkiel (2003) argued 

for a random walk to be a superior fit since prices only reflect the most recent news, 

consequently, prior information does not influence today´s price. As neither the flow nor 

the content of new information is predictable, i.e. they follow a random walk, the changes 

in prices need to be random as well. Using these criterions, the weak EMH was tested 

since it allows to control for the profitability of a trading scheme. After the weak-form of 

EMH was confirmed for most major markets, the focus was set towards the semi-strong 

EMH. This form of market efficiency, however, demands different tests, as it mostly deals 

with price-adjustments on new information, such as stock splits or earnings reports. 

Therefore Fama (1970), referred to a test procedure applied by Fama et al. (1969) 

analysing the residuals of a regression applied on stock price data with stock splits. Since 

they observed a change in the average residual of the observed data, they concluded 

markets to be efficiently reacting on new announcements. Further, Fama (1970) showed 

other research based on the same methodology gives similar results. Noteworthy to 

mention is, such tests, indicate a market to be efficient if it reacts in any way. I.e. even if 

a price reaction may be too heavy, the conducted test by Fama (1970), would still support 

the EMH. Malkiel (2003) did not classify such behaviour as an issue for supporting the 

EMH. The strong form of market efficiency tests is focussed on specific investor groups 

and whether they may have monopolistic access to new information. This was confirmed 

by Fama (1970) only for small groups such as specialists at the NYSE had monopolistic 

                                                           

 
2 In his 1991 paper, Fama relabelled the three forms to test for return predictability (=weak form), event 

studies (=semi-strong form) and private information tests (=strong form) 
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information, and consequently stated this special form of market efficiency as a 

benchmark case. However, due to several regulations, this can nowadays not be perceived 

as a valid exception anymore3. In 1991 Fama updated and defended his paper from 1970, 

by incorporating findings that contradict the random-walk theory. He admitted deviations 

from the EMH may show inefficiencies but may refer as well to an inappropriate 

valuation model. Furthermore, he referred to more event studies that have been 

conducted, supporting at least the semi-strong efficient markets theory.  

 

Most criticism is derived from a paper of Shiller (1981), in which he compared the 

deviations of stock prices to those of dividends, which can be seen as a fundamental driver 

for stock prices. He concluded; stock price movements deviate too much compared to the 

fluctuations in dividends. Further criticism came from de Bondt and Thaler (1985), who 

connected Shiller´s work with behavioural findings from Kahneman and Tversky to 

analyse patterns in market overreactions and reversals and found if a market overreacts, 

a correcting movement followed. They concluded, that if a market´s overreaction is 

systematic, past prices were useful for future prices. Fama (1998) argued in an efficient 

market, an overreaction is as likely to occur as an underreaction, furthermore, if these 

events occur randomly, they do support the EMH. Malkiel (2003) focused on the EMH 

and its critics and argued against the findings of de Bondt and Thaler (1985), showing 

that support may exist for such reversal patterns, however, it is not a systematic 

observation across markets, and in some periods, it was weaker than in others. However, 

Malkiel (2003) added the strongest support was found during the Great Depression, 

during which patterns may have differed anyway. By considering the interest rate 

fluctuations, especially the mean-reverting aspect of them and the reciprocity with stocks, 

he concluded return reversals may be in line with the EMH. Furthermore, he mentioned 

a study of Lo et al. (2000) giving evidence of short-term momentum strategies work, due 

to non-zero serial correlations. However, other research has found these findings may 

exist in theory, but due to their high transaction costs, it is difficult to beat a simple buy-

and-hold strategy, by following short-term momentum patterns (compare Odean, 1999).  

 

                                                           

 
3 In theory, already the Security Exchange Act from 1934, prohibits Specialists and other persons with 

insider information to trade over other investors  

(compare https://www.nyse.com/publicdocs/nyse/regulation/nyse/sea34.pdf  Section 19 and 20) 
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If one accepts the CAPM and thus the beta as risk measurement, the additional factors for 

stock valuation proposed by Fama and French, respectively Carhart, can be viewed as 

market inefficiency indicators. However, Fama and French concluded size and value 

factors should be seen as additions to the CAPM since beta failed to include all observed 

risks.  

Summed up one ought to conclude, both sides, the efficient market hypotheses 

proponents, as well as the behavioural finance promoters have their arguments. However, 

especially Fama seems to defend the EMH heavily and criticized supporters of 

behavioural finance to create only models for specific situations, not a model that can be 

tested and potentially rejected in any situation (compare Fama 1998; 2014). 

Smith et al. (2002) tested whether eight selected African stock markets exploit a random 

walk or not, by applying multiple variance tests and showing out of their sample only the 

South African stock market follows a random walk, while Botswana, Egypt, Kenya, 

Mauritius, Morocco, Nigeria and Zimbabwe do not. By considering the size and the 

liquidity of the analysed markets, Smith et al. (2002) named two possible reasons for 

South Africa to follow a random walk. The influences of liquidity have been confirmed 

by Chung and Hrazdil (2010), who observed lower return predictability at higher liquidity 

– and vice versa – for stocks at the NYSE. However, size alone did not automatically 

force prices to follow a random walk as for example Urrutia (1995) showed with the small 

Argentinian stock market which followed a random walk and Mexico, as a larger market 

did not follow one. Furthermore, Smith et al. (2002) described the South African stock 

market as more “institutionally mature” (compare Huber 1997), i.e. comparable to a 

developed market in terms of news flow or better quality of research and dealing with 

insider trading. Abraham et al. (2002) analysed the Saudi-Arabian, Kuwait and Bahrain 

stock exchanges regarding the weak-form of market efficiency. They provided evidence 

of the weak form of market efficiency in both Saudi-Arabian and Bahrain but not Kuwait 

stock market. Al-Khazali et al. (2007) applied a similar analysis focused on eight Middle 

Eastern and North African (hereafter MENA) countries and stressed most of the 

previously accomplished EMH tests on MENA countries, by not rejecting the random-

walk theory, hence according to them all eight analysed MENA countries were weakly 

efficient.  
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2.3 Frontier Markets 

Frontier markets are generally described by the International Finance Corporation as 

smaller, less liquid and accessible, however still investible countries (Chan-Lau, 2014), 

which may become emerging markets upon increasing liquidity and efficiency. Most 

often they are characterized by their fast growth, abundant natural resources and an 

advantageously demographic development (Chan-Lau, 2014). In terms of international 

investments, Odier and Solnik (1993) described and analysed the effects of shifting from 

U.S.-only invested to internationally invested pension fund portfolios. They conclude, 

that even though financial markets overall became more integrated due to the increased 

use of information technology, the comprehensive market correlation did not increase 

significantly, which is beneficial in terms of diversification. However, following Odier 

and Solnik, during periods of high volatility, markets tend to behave more synchronized 

than in normal times.  

To measure market integration, several approaches may be applied. Berger et al. (2011), 

applied a principal component analysis introduced by Pukthuanthong and Roll (2009), 

allowing for detecting changes in market integration over time. They neither provided 

evidence of high market integration for frontier market countries nor for integration 

dynamics overall. However, specific countries experienced periods of higher and lower 

market integration. If frontier markets are not driven by the same global factors, compared 

to developed, they can be beneficial for diversification. Daugherty and Jithendranathan 

(2015) conducted an analysis of spill-over models of the co-movements between U.S. and 

frontier market securities. A special focus was set on news regarding investable securities. 

Assuming two markets, which open successively, Daugherty and Jithendranathan (2015) 

mentioned, that the first market to open will price in the news immediately in either way. 

The second market, which opens later may need to react to the news itself and the reaction 

of the first market. However, in efficient markets, the latter should not affect the second 

market too much. If such a flow of information affects the pricing from one market to 

another, it is called co-movement. Integrated markets tend to show the behaviour of co-

movement, yet not every process of co-movement can be explained by fundamentals. Co-

movement may appear if markets are not completely efficient since an asymmetrical 

distribution of information violates one of the key assumptions of the efficient market 

hypothesis of Fama (1970). 
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For the analysis of co-movement, Daugherty and Jithendranathan (2015) applied GARCH 

models to determine volatility transmissions. Co-movement in stock prices is according 

to them predominantly influenced by contagion, which is borrowed from the field of 

biology and means a transmission by direct or indirect contact with a bacterium or a virus. 

In terms of financial markets, such a bacterium can be a shock, e.g. the European debt 

crisis in 2010 or the collapse of the U.S. housing market in 2007/2008. Transmission of 

such a financial shock may be due to changes in fundamentals or behavioural aspects. 

They found evidence of variation in integration over time for the specifically analysed 

countries regarding information flows. However, European markets are much more 

dependent on US markets than others. Volatility is not the only significant factor for 

portfolio construction. Returns and return clustering matters as well. Therefore, an 

analysis that considers both previously mentioned factors shows that during the housing 

crisis in the US the correlation increased. Nevertheless, Daugherty and Jithendranathan 

(2015) did not provide an answer concerning the increase in correlation. A similar 

analysis has been conducted by Amin and Orlowski (2014), who observed the volatility, 

return and correlation between mature markets and regional and frontier South Asian 

markets using a combination of a vector autoregressive (VAR) exponential generalized 

autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity (EGARCH) dynamic conditional 

correlation (DCC) with an impulse response function model. The VAR model indicated 

the cross-market spill over in returns, while the EGARCH allowed to control for volatility 

and the DCC to model the time-varying component. By differentiating between normal 

and stressed market situations, they discovered that during the former periods, frontier 

market returns tend to be strongly dependent upon the U.S., whereas volatility of the U.S. 

market had less influence on frontier market volatility. This indicates the necessity of 

diversifying into frontier markets to prevent large drawdowns during periods of market 

distress. A second, though contrarian, picture like this was drawn for the influence of 

return and volatility of emerging markets on South Asian frontier markets, where Indian 

returns did not influence frontier markets much, but volatility did. However, Amin and 

Orlowski (2014) showed that India, representing emerging markets, is heavily dependent 

on developed markets. Recapturing the co-movement process might give answers to why 

the U.S. market does influence frontier markets. Investigating stressed market situations, 

Amin and Orlowski concluded, India´s stock market returns are heavily dependent on 

those of the U.S. markets, whereas both, neither the U.S. nor the Indian stock market 
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affected the returns of frontier markets heavily. However, considering the conditional 

volatility, U.S. markets did influence frontier markets during market distress, while the 

Indian market was not immediately affected.  

 

By constructing an artificial world portfolio, consisting of equities of the five sub equity 

classes of North American, European, East Asian and Far Eastern equities, as well as 

emerging and frontier market equities, Chan-Lau (2014) provided back-testing evidence 

of the beneficial aspect of supplementing an international portfolio with frontier market 

equities. Concerning issues regarding diversification with frontier markets, Chan-Lau 

(2014) hypothesized that increasing integration with global markets and higher 

transaction costs, due to liquidity constraints could reduce positive diversification effects. 

Nonetheless, Berger et al. (2011) did not find a significant increase of market integration 

of frontier markets.  

Further risks of investing in frontier markets are provided by Schoenholz (2010) and 

Speidell (2011), alluding risks regarding the regulation of trading and execution, custody 

rules and the necessity of domestic brokers. Furthermore, by investing in frontier markets, 

the foreign exchange rate may influence the investment heavily. For the portfolio 

construction, Chan-Lau (2014) applied an approach based on risk-parities, due to it is less 

sensitive to correlation estimates as well as empirical analyses proving high beta equities 

underperforming low beta stocks. The five sub equity classes were depicted by the 

corresponding MSCI indices. By weighting the equity classes solely on market 

capitalisation, the frontier market weighting did not exceed 1% of the total portfolio. The 

approach based on risk-parities, i.e. allocating by same risk budgets, driven by co-

movement between asset and portfolio returns, deviates significantly, indicated weights 

varying between 23% and 48% being invested in frontier markets. These weights were 

calculated with the backwards oriented variance-covariance matrix under the assumption 

and application of a one-year rolling window. The high weight in frontier markets, Chan-

Lau (2014) explained with a lower and countercyclical correlation to the overall portfolio 

than the other four remaining sub equity classes.  

 

Further objectives to diversify through frontier market equities were given by Batten and 

Vo (2014), who analysed the Vietnam stock market in terms of liquidity as a risk factor 

for stock returns using a fixed effects panel model of the Fama-French three-factor model. 
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Measuring liquidity can be achieved using several approaches, for example through the 

bid-ask spread. However, Batten and Vo (2014) argue, that since the Ho-Chi-Minh-

Exchange applies an order system, bid-ask spreads cannot be used. Additionally, since 

Amihud and Mendelson (1986) argued equilibrium trading frequency and liquidity to be 

correlated, they applied the turnover rate of the market as liquidity measurement, which 

is available over a long period for a large number of equities. In spite of monitoring, 

momentum, size and cyclical patterns, Batten and Vo (2014) concluded that the lower 

liquidity of the Ho-Chi-Minh stock market did not affect the returns, hence diversifying 

into frontier markets may in cases such as for the Vietnamese stock market overweigh 

potential concerns about illiquid markets. 

2.4 Factor Returns in International Markets 

In this section, the previously introduced factor models of Fama-French and Fama-

French-Carhart are presented from an applied perspective, as well as on which type of 

data origin the factors should be built. While Fama and French (1998) utilized global 

factors for the construction and explanation of returns for a two factor model consisting 

of a world market and a world book to market factor, Griffin (2002) challenged these 

findings, by decomposing the world factors into a domestic factor and a foreign factor for 

each of the measures like size or value, to get an international version. If in this 

international model, the foreign factors become irrelevant, the international model would 

become a domestic model by default and vice versa. Similar as Fama and French (1998) 

utilized their study on US stocks, Griffin (2002) applied it to the U.S., Canadian, UK and 

Japanese stock data and showed, none of the models are able to completely explain 

average returns. However, the domestic versions offer a better explanation of time-series 

variation in returns than the world model. Yet by utilizing the international versions, the 

explanatory power, measured as R², increased substantially.  

In 2003 Griffin et al. examined whether global momentum factors may be explained by 

macroeconomic risks. For their analysis, they collected a sample of stocks from 40 

countries, including developed and emerging markets. Excess returns were found in both 

of their African countries, five out of six American countries, ten out of 14 Asian and 14 

of 17 European countries. The average momentum profit per year for emerging markets, 

according to Griffin et al. (2003) accounted for 3.24%, which is similar to Rouwenhorst´s 

(1999) findings. By considering the low correlations they found, Griffin et al. (2003) 
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concluded momentum factors are not driven by global risk factors. Considering 

macroeconomic risk factors, Griffin et al. (2003) did not find one factor that explains their 

observed momentum returns.  

Including the findings of Griffin (2002), Hou et al. (2011) examined by which firm-level 

characteristics global stock returns were driven. Additionally, they contributed whether 

the explanatory power derived from local components or non-local components of such 

characteristics and if their success is derived from the characteristics itself or from the 

covariance of the returns and those characteristics. To analyse their first question, they 

conducted both multifactor models and cross-sectional Fama-and-Macbeth tests and can 

confirm the existence of a strong value factor driving global stock returns, yet Hou et al. 

(2011) did not confirm it for the book-to-market ratio, but for the cash-flow to price ratio. 

In their time-series test, this approach of utilizing the value-growth effect in a portfolio 

explained most of the return differences between countries or industries. Considering the 

momentum portfolio, Hou et al. (2011) confirmed a medium-term momentum effect to 

be existent in global market returns. Moreover, a three-factor portfolio based on cash-

flow to price and momentum provided the lowest pricing error and rejection rate for their 

country, industry and characteristic focused global portfolios.  

Since Griffin (2002) showed the success of global Fama-French models is derived from 

their local, not their global components, Hou et al. (2011) compared both local and global, 

but also international versions of such multifactor models regarding their pricing accuracy 

and concluded, local and international versions have lower pricing errors than their global 

counterparts4. Particularly for emerging markets, these findings are coherent, since these 

markets tend to be more separated from developed global markets. However, since the 

international version yielded the lowest pricing error and the least number of rejections, 

of all tested multifactor models, Hou et al. (2011) concluded international factors to be as 

important as local factors. For their cash-flow to price value measurement, Hou et al. 

(2011) found evidence it being related to a covariance risk factor, while the book-to-

market value measure behaved contrarian and cannot be explained by the covariance 

between returns and the specific characteristic. Similar results were found for the size 

factor. For the momentum factor, Hou et al. (2011) found mixed evidence of relation 

towards the covariance relationship.  

                                                           

 
4 Fama and French (2012) have similar findings concerning local factors. 
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One of the most common approaches to test the accuracy of a three- or four factor-model 

is to apply them on developed markets and the respectively largest stocks available. To 

overcome the size issue, Fama and French (2012) analysed all size groups of stocks within 

developed markets like North America, Europe, Japan and Asia-Pacific. Therefore, 

emphasis was brought on the effects of size and value and size and momentum and 

whether to apply global or domestic factors. They deduce; a value premium can be found 

in all their four regions. Additionally, according to Fama and French (2012) the value 

premium and the momentum return achieved by an equity is larger, the smaller the stock 

is in all cases, except for Japanese equities. Concerning global factors, Fama and French 

(2012) suggested applying them only for global large-cap portfolios. Thus, global models 

seem to lack in integrated pricing across those four regions. For the local models, Fama 

and French (2012) received diversified results, since the local four-factor model 

performed similarly or even better in case of size-value for the four regions, while size-

momentum performed weakly for European and Asia-Pacific portfolios. Examining the 

problems of their poor resulting size-momentum domestic factors, Fama and French 

(2012) found issues with extreme tilts in favour of either winners or losers for the winner-

minus-losers (hereafter WML) portfolios. Even though in practical terms, these 

shortcomings may be less important, since mutual funds tend to be more conditional on 

extremes for value or growth than focussing on extreme momentum strategies.  

 

Asness et al. (2013) were among the first who analysed value and momentum patterns 

combined across different asset classes and markets. The different asset classes their 

analysis covers, varied from the most liquid equities from the U.S., UK, Europe and 

Japan, to global equity indices of 18 developed countries, ten different currencies and 

different government bonds and 27 different commodities. By regressing each excess 

market return against the MSCI and the remaining returns of asset classes and markets 

Asness et al. (2013) results indicated that value and momentum returns in one market 

heavily rely on those of other markets, thus there is co-movement in between the asset 

classes and different markets. Furthermore, they provided evidence of a significant strong 

outperformance of the value strategies of any market and outperformance and 

significance for all momentum strategies except in Japan. By considering a negative 

correlation between value and momentum, they concluded an increased Sharpe ratio for 
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all combined strategies. The exposure to liquidity risks is the predominant explanatory 

variable for Asness et al. (2013). All in all, their findings stressed existing behavioural 

theories and traditional risk-based models focussing on either value or momentum rather 

than aggregated versions of these models.  

A more detailed view on emerging markets and especially frontier markets was given by 

Griffin et al. (2003), which has been discussed above as well as Rouwenhorst (1999), 

who analysed 20 emerging markets and found evidence of existing value, size and 

momentum premiums, similar to those in developed markets. However, the factor returns 

cannot be explained by global exposures. Since size, value, momentum and the beta 

factors were positively correlated through the cross-section with the turnover, 

Rouwenhorst (1999) concluded, that return profits cannot be seen as compensation for 

illiquidity.  

Cakici et al. (2013) focused on 18 emerging market countries from Asia, Latin America 

and Eastern Europe, applying both a three-factor and a four-factor model to determine, 

whether size-value and size-momentum factors are present in these markets. They found 

a value premium by considering big and small stocks together. However, for the large 

stocks, the premium tended to be higher, which is different compared to developed 

markets since, in these, small stocks tend to yield higher value premia. The momentum 

factor was observed in all countries but in Eastern Europe. Comparing sizes, the small-

sized companies tended to outperform the larger stock’s momentum returns, which is 

consistent with developed markets. Furthermore, they confirmed a negative correlation 

between value and momentum factor, which stimulates diversification, due to a volatility 

reduction. With regards to the explanation of returns through global developed, U.S. or 

local factors to explain the premia, the first two performed weak, while local models were 

more successful.  

 

In a second paper, Cakici et al. (2016) analysed size, value and momentum in 18 emerging 

markets over a similar time period as in 2013. In this paper, they found a size effect only 

in China, a value effect in all markets but Brazil and a weak momentum factor in all 

markets. However, the negative correlation between Value and momentum was 

confirmed. Further emphasis was put on analysing whether value and momentum factors 

are explainable by macroeconomic factors or funding liquidity, stock market liquidity risk 

or credit risk measured for different markets. According to Cakici et al. (2016), the value 
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factor is dependent on local, regional, global and US future GDP growth, whereas both 

the value and momentum factor are not dependent on liquidity or credit risks. By 

analysing different time frames, they concluded the value factor to be robust to different 

periods, whereas momentum’s robustness, in general, is weak.  

 

De Groot et al. (2012) analysed 24 of the most liquid frontier market countries between 

1997 and 2008 on the level of stocks regarding size, value and momentum, using both 

global factors and US factors. Their analysis covered between 204 and 290 companies. 

For each factor, two portfolios were set up, one with the top 20% of the specific factor, 

the other with the bottom 20%, which both were compared to an equally-weighted 

benchmark portfolio of the total sample. All portfolios were analysed using returns based 

on USD prices. The focus of their research lay on the top-portfolio due to constraints 

regarding short-selling in frontier equity markets. They proved that despite their low 

integration the same factors namely, value, size and momentum exist in such markets and 

generated excess returns between 5% and 15% per annum. However, these factor returns 

are neither explainable, incorporating global risk factors such as market, momentum size 

and value, nor frontier, country or regional exposures. Further, they concluded, in frontier 

emerging markets the transaction costs influence net returns immensely but did not set 

returns off. 

Recapturing the necessity of supplementing frontier market equities into a global 

portfolio for optimal diversification and the findings of previous research, stating lower 

integration into global developed equity markets, we expect local or regional size 

weighted Fama-French-Carhart factors to give superior results, compared to global or US 

only factors. Consequently, these frontier market specific Fama-French-Carhart factors 

are calculated and applied to search for size, value and momentum patterns in frontier 

equity markets. 
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3. Data 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

This section is describing the data used in this analysis. It includes a geographic 

distribution analysis as well as brief mentioning how the data has been derived. 

 

Our analysis is founded upon monthly, into USD converted prices of 1,259 single frontier 

market stocks from June 2002 until December 2018 from 24 countries (as can be seen in 

table 1). The stock returns have all been derived from Thomson Reuters Eikon 

Datastream. The starting date of June 2002 has not been arbitrarily chosen, but since the 

MSCI Frontier Market Index had its inception in May 2002, hence the first monthly 

returns are available in June 2002, the analysis will commence with June 2002 as the 

starting date. As we have translated all local stock prices into USD and derived the returns 

from these prices, we completely ignore any possible exchange rate risk, as stressed by 

Girard and Sinha (2008), and assume complete purchasing power parity, i.e. that the 

relative stock prices are equal. The assumption of priced in exchange rate risk will 

dampen the returns from an absolute perspective, but also as implied in the increased 

riskiness of frontier markets due to exchange rate risks by Schoenholz (2011) and Speidell 

(2010), will make the frontier market stocks look less risky than they actually are. In terms 

of market integration, Berger et al. (2011) have uttered frontier equity markets seem not 

to be particularly integrated into world equity markets, yet in certain periods the levels of 

integration are perceivably higher or lower. The combined market capitalisation on 31 

December 2018 of the 1,259 included stocks was about USD 370bn. 

The selection of stocks was based upon their presence on 31 December 2018 on the largest 

index in their respective countries. The countries were selected based on their inclusion 

in the broader definition of frontier markets by MSCI (all are included in the MSCI 

Frontier Market Index) from 31 October 2018, as well as the data availability in Eikon 

Datastream. Furthermore, the only country from Latin America included in the MSCI 

Index, Argentina, as well as countries from the Euro-area have been excluded from this 

analysis. As certain indices contain far fewer stocks than others, a certain 

misrepresentation can occur, as for example, Ukraine contains 7 stocks or 0.5% of the 

total number of stocks, while Vietnam contains 370 stocks or 24% of the total number, as 

can be perceived in figure 1 below. 
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Table 1 Countries included in analysis– divided into regions 

 Africa Asia Europe and Middle East 

Ghana Bangladesh Bahrain 

Kenya Kazakhstan Bosnia 

Mauritius Sri Lanka Bulgaria 

Morocco Vietnam Oman 

Nigeria  Romania 

WAEMU (8 countries)5  Serbia 

  Ukraine 

Source: MSCI Frontier Markets, October 2018, as well as data availability in Datastream 

The returns for the stocks have been calculated using log differences under the assumption 

of continuous compounding returns. Besides the prices and returns, we gathered the 

shareholder’s equity values, as well as common shares outstanding for all stocks 

throughout the time period. The shareholder’s equity values in USD terms were lagged 

by 1 year in order to ensure the supposition that all market participants have access to this 

information. For this analysis, we are neglecting potential limitations concerning different 

accounting standards in certain regions. For every month the market capitalisation in USD 

has been derived by multiplying the monthly share price with the common shares 

outstanding during the fiscal period, which are the by default lagged values published by 

the companies for the preceding year. This market capitalisation has then been utilised to 

determine the ME/BE (Market Equity Value / Book Equity Value) ratios, by dividing the 

shareholder’s equity values of the previous fiscal year by the market capitalisation. These 

returns, market values and ME/BE ratios will provide the foundation for the factor 

analysis concerning momentum, size and value, which methodology is described in the 

following chapter 4. 

 

 

 

                                                           

 
5 WAEMU countries: Benin, Burkina Faso, Guinea-Bissau, Ivory Coast, Mali, Niger, Senegal, Togo 
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Figure 1 Country Distribution 

 

For the analysis, several Fama-French factors for global, including and excluding the 

U.S., and frontier markets will be utilised. All Fama-French three-factor portfolios will 

be appended by the fourth momentum factor introduced by Carhart (1997). The required 

global factors excluding the U.S., as well as including the U.S. which we use for the first 

part of the analysis are obtained through the online database of Kenneth R. French6. The 

derived factors will be value-weighted to include the effect of larger capitalised 

economies. For the second part of the analysis, the Fama-French factors are calculated 

based on the methodology described by Fama and French (2012), as well as the Kenneth 

R. French6 online database, and will be described in chapter 4. For the risk-free rate, we 

use the one-month U.S. Treasury bill rate as used by Fama and French (2012). We 

assume, also under the premise of purchasing power parity and having converted all 

prices into USD, that the influence of the U.S.’s monetary policy, in particular for frontier 

markets, can justify the employment of the one-month U.S. Treasury bill rate as the risk-

free rate for our analysis. As the U.S.’s one-month Treasury bill rate is in per cent per 

annum, we are converting it into a monthly rate. To ensure the correctness of this 

approach, we compare the U.S. one-month Treasury bill rate with the risk-free rate 

published by Kenneth R. French6, which is very similar with only minor deviations, which 

may arise as their risk-free rate is based on a different maturity. 

                                                           

 
6 Kenneth French’s online database: 

http://mba.tuck.dartmouth.edu/pages/faculty/ken.french/data_library.html 
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4. Methodology 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

The methodology section includes a description of how the investment strategies applied 

in this thesis are constructed, as well as how we utilised the methodology of Fama and 

French (and Carhart) to construct the factor portfolios for frontier markets based on the 

sample described in the previous chapter.  

______________________________________________________________________ 

4.1 Size, Value and Momentum Strategies 

For our analysis we are applying a cross-sectional time-series momentum, a value, and a 

size strategy to our data. The strategies have been selected as according to Israel and 

Moskowitz (2013) the Size, Value and Momentum strategies present a substantial 

challenge to the theory of asset pricing and therewith market efficiency. The cross-

sectionality of the strategies applies a ranking of stocks for every period, based upon 

certain momentum, value and size specific signals. This ranking will be repeated on a 

monthly basis. Contrary to the majority in the literature, we are not dividing the Value 

and Momentum strategies by firm size but are considering Size to be a strategy on its 

own. 

As in Asness et al. (2013), we are constructing dollar-neutral long-short portfolios, as 

well as long-only portfolios through the cross-section of returns for each strategy. I.e. for 

the dollar-neutral strategy the portfolio consists of an equally-weighted long and short 

portfolio. The methodology employed for the strategy is typically applied to developed 

markets. We are therewith hypothesising that these strategies are applicable in frontier 

markets as well. We will furthermore analyse only the long-only strategies’ performance, 

under the additional assumption that the applicability of a short-only strategy can be 

limited in frontier markets (de Groot et al., 2012). For simplicity reasons, since the 

number of stocks increases since the inception of the analysis every month (as only stocks 

are taken into account of which the indexes are composed of in December 2018, see figure 

2), we assume the number of stocks to be constant based on the final count in December 

2018 (1,259), and that in prior periods, where there is no price data for these stocks, the 

returns will subsequently be equal to zero, hence only the returns of available stocks are 

taken into consideration when determining the rankings on which the strategies are based 

upon.  
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To be consistent with the number of stocks going long and short for the portfolios to be 

dollar-neutral, we assume a constant number 75 for the long and short strategies, 

respectively. We derive this number by averaging 10% of total stocks in each period over 

the 199 available periods. Concordant with the dollar-neutral portfolios, consisting of the 

average of 75 long stocks and 75 short stocks, the long-only portfolios will consist of 75 

long positions per period.  

Figure 2 Number of considered stocks over time 

 

The cross-sectional time-series momentum strategy is based on the cumulative 12-month 

returns demonstrated by stocks, which will be ranked in terms of their raw returns during 

this period. The rank is lagged by one period to correct for a look-ahead bias. During each 

month a long position will be implemented in the 75 highest ranked stocks and a short 

position in the 75 lowest ranked stocks. This process is repeated on a monthly basis; 

consequently, the holding period will be one month.  

The trading signal of ME/BE (Market Equity Value / Book Equity Value) will serve as 

the only cornerstone for the value strategy. We applied ME/BE instead of BE/ME due to 

the increased intuitiveness of value stocks having low and growth stocks a high ratio. The 

BE values are lagged by 12 months, to ensure that the information regarding shareholder’s 

equity in the consolidated balance sheet section of the annual report is available to all 

market participants. As in the momentum strategy, the stocks will be ranked by their 

ME/BE ratios, i.e. the highest ranked stocks have the lowest ME/BE ratios, while the 

lowest ranked stocks have the highest ME/BE ratios. Consequently, a high ranking for 

either strategy will determine a long or short position in the next period. Respectively, the 
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long/short allocation will be identical as with momentum, assuming a long position in the 

75 highest ranked stocks and an equally sized short position in the lowest ranked stocks, 

again with a holding period of one month. 

The last strategy applied, concerning the size factor, we employ the same approach as 

with momentum and value, ranking the stocks by market capitalisation through the cross-

section on a monthly basis. The highest ranked stocks have the lowest market 

capitalisation, while vice-versa the lowest ranked stocks have the highest market 

capitalisation. The trading position will be based on the ranking in the prior month. The 

long/short distribution according to the rankings is congruent with the above-mentioned 

methodology for the value and momentum strategy. The comparability of prices, market 

capitalisation is ensured by denominating them in USD. 

 

For simplicity reasons, the weights for every strategy portfolio will be equally weighted. 

The returns for each strategy are then calculated by: 

 

𝑟𝑡
𝑠 = ∑ 𝑤𝑖𝑡

𝑠 𝑟𝑖𝑡
𝑠

𝑖 , where S ∈ (value, momentum, size) 

 

As in Asness et al. (2013), yet only enhancing the size factor which is not included in 

their methodology. As we are calculating the above-mentioned weights and returns 

separately for every portfolio, we are combining the returns of the three-factor portfolios 

in an equally-weighted fashion, similar to Asness et al. (2013): 

 

𝑟𝑡
𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑏𝑜 =

1

3
𝑟𝑡

𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 +
1

3
𝑟𝑡

𝑀𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑢𝑚 +
1

3
𝑟𝑡

𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒 

 

All returns will be adjusted for the risk-free rate (here one-month U.S. Treasury bill rate) 

in order to use excess-returns for the analysis. The same methodology in terms of weights 

and excess returns is applied to the long-only, and short-only (please refer to the 

appendix) portfolios, as well. As we are only taking stocks into account which are existent 

in December 2018 (as described in chapter 3), there is an exceedingly strong bias towards 

a positive stock performance, as we did not include companies that went bankrupt, were 

delisted from the indexes or were nationalised/expropriated, as can occur in frontier 

markets. 
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4.2 Fama-French-Carhart Factors 

In order to conduct an analysis concerning the explanatory power of the Fama-French-

Carhart four-factor model in frontier markets (Fama and French, 2012; Carhart, 1997), 

we are estimating the following model for our data series: 

 

𝑅𝑖(𝑡) − 𝑟𝑓(𝑡) =∝𝑖+ 𝛽𝑖[𝑅𝑀(𝑡) − 𝑟𝑓(𝑡)] + 𝛾𝑖𝑆𝑀𝐵(𝑡) + 𝛿𝑖𝐻𝑀𝐿(𝑡) + 휀𝑖𝑊𝑀𝐿(𝑡) +

𝜈𝑖(𝑡), 

 

where Ri(t) is the return for an asset i for month t, rf(t) is the risk-free rate, which we 

assume to be the 1-month U.S. Treasury bill rate, RM(t) is the market return, for which 

we assume the MSCI Frontier Market Index, SMB(t) is the factor accounting for the 

differences in returns regarding small and big stocks by market capitalisation, HML(t) is 

the factor for differences in returns of value (low ME/BE) and growth (high ME/BE) 

stocks, and the WML(t) factor added by Carhart (1997), depicting the difference in 

returns for a specific month t of good-performing and poor-performing stocks of the last 

12 months. The objective from Fama and French (2012) was to create portfolios that 

explain the cross-section of expected returns, i.e. that the intercept (or alpha) is zero. For 

simplicity reasons and therewith contrary to Fama and French (2012) we are not creating 

factors for specific regions or markets, but for our frontier market dataset in general. This 

simplification towards a global factor portfolio approach has been stressed by Fama and 

French (2012) since global portfolios tend not to explain local returns as well as local 

models. Yet, of course, this presumes the level of return integration within the region to 

be sufficient. 

 

The portfolios for the four factors are similarly constructed based on the methodology 

provided by Fama and French (2012) for international stock returns, as well as the 

methodology provided by Kenneth R. French’s database6 for the factors, in order to create 

congruent portfolios for the HML and SMB factors available in the online database. For 

our data, we sort the stocks based on their 12-month momentum, ME/BE (inversely to 

Fama and French), and market capitalisation for every month.  

In order to create the Fama-French factors, for every period the stocks are sorted 

according to their market capitalisation and their ME/BE ratios. Stocks in the largest tenth 

percentiles are deemed to belong to the “Big” stock group and stocks in the lowest tenth 
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percentile every period, belong to the “Small” stock group. The breakpoints have been 

determined based on Fama-French’s work on U.S. markets, where the breakpoints reflect 

the NYSE stocks, assuming a market cap weighting. In general, we suppose all 

breakpoints to be equal across the considered frontier markets, i.e. despite their 

geographic distribution, being considered as one region, though their economic position. 

The sorting breakpoints for ME/BE, are the 30th and 70th percentiles during every period. 

Stocks with ME/BE ratios in the lowest 30% are considered to be “Value” stocks, while 

the largest 30% are “Growth” stocks. The 40% of stocks which do not fall into either 

category are “Neutral” stocks. The portfolios for each factor are hence derived through 

the cross-section of the market capitalisation and ME/BE ratios.  

 

The SMB (Small minus Big) factor is estimated by deducting the average of big stock 

portfolios (cross-section with ME/BE sorted stocks) from the average of small stock 

portfolios (also cross-section with ME/BE sorted stocks): 

 

𝑆𝑀𝐵 =
1

3
(𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 + 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑁𝑒𝑢𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑙 + 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑡ℎ) −  

1

3
(𝐵𝑖𝑔 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒

+ 𝐵𝑖𝑔 𝑁𝑒𝑢𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑙 + 𝐵𝑖𝑔 𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑡ℎ) 

 

For the HML (High minus Low) factor, the average cross-sectional portfolios of small 

and big growth stocks are deducted from the average cross-sectional portfolios of small 

and big value stocks: 

 

𝐻𝑀𝐿 =
1

2
(𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 + 𝐵𝑖𝑔 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒) −

1

2
(𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑡ℎ + 𝐵𝑖𝑔 𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑡ℎ) 

 

For the WML (Winner minus Loser) momentum factor, the “Winner” stocks are the 

highest 30% ranked stocks every period based on their lagged 12-month momentum 

returns, while the “Loser” stocks are the 30% of stocks every period with the lowest 

ranking. The WML factor is calculated by subtracting the average of small and big loser 

stocks from the average of small and big winner stocks of the cross-sections: 

 

𝑊𝑀𝐿 =
1

2
(𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟 + 𝐵𝑖𝑔 𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟) −

1

2
(𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑒𝑟 + 𝐵𝑖𝑔 𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑒𝑟) 
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As already mentioned above, concerning the factor portfolios for the global analysis 

including and excluding the U.S., we avail ourselves on the global factor database for 

developed markets and returns of Kenneth French6. As there is no complete set of four 

factors, we take the global three-factors including and excluding the U.S. and simply add 

the also separately available global momentum factor including and excluding the U.S. 

These factors are based on the above-cited work of Fama and French (2012), as well as 

prior work of Fama and French. Contrary to other literature concerning market efficiency 

and asset pricing in frontier markets (compare Marshall et al. (2011)), we are not 

including transactions costs within this analysis. As e.g. de Groot et al. (2012) proclaim 

transaction costs would specifically influence specifically momentum strategies.  

5. Results and Analysis 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

This section includes the descriptive as well as empirical analysis of the data using the 

methodology described in the previous chapter. Furthermore, this section contains also 

a thorough robustness test. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

5.1 Returns and Co-Movements of Portfolios 

5.1.1 Returns 

Considering the constructed dollar-neutral, long-only, as well as short-only (refer to 

appendix) portfolios using the methodology uttered in chapter 4, the statistics concerning 

the monthly excess returns (risk-free rate deducted from the actual returns every period) 

are summarised in table 2 and table 3. The alpha, beta as well as adjusted R2 measures of 

the portfolios were determined through a CAPM (refer to chapter 2.1) to determine 

Jensen’s alpha, with the MSCI Frontier Market Index as the market portfolio. 

Concerning the monthly mean returns of the dollar-neutral strategies, it is quite striking 

that the returns of the dollar-neutral Momentum strategy are quite lower than all other 

returns. However, since all mean returns for every strategy are above zero, one ought to 

conclude that there is indeed dollar-neutral Momentum, Value and Size in frontier 

markets. The same does also apply from the long-only perspective with even greater 

excess returns. Comparing the mean monthly returns against the mean monthly return of 
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the MSCI Frontier Market Index (0.14%), all dollar-neutral portfolios outperformed the 

MSCI, but the dollar-neutral Momentum portfolio. Furthermore, in terms of monthly 

volatility levels (see standard deviation), the dollar-neutral Momentum’s volatility is 30% 

larger than Value’s and up to 1.3 times larger than the volatility of the combined portfolio. 

Still, the levels are below the monthly volatility of the MSCI (5.25%). The higher 

volatility of the dollar-neutral Momentum strategy in combination with the lowest excess 

returns among the portfolios is reflected in the lowest Sharpe ratio. The perceived lower 

levels of monthly volatility in combination with very low, if not slightly negative 

correlation between the MSCI and dollar-neutral portfolios (see table 4), is causing the 

beta-coefficients of the portfolios with the MSCI to be fairly low, indicating that a 1% 

change in the MSCI will translate into a slight negative change for the dollar-neutral 

Momentum, Size and Combined portfolios, while only the Value portfolio would move 

with the market and again only slightly. This does partially reflect the beta-neutrality 

through the dollar-neutrality, as mentioned by Asness et al. (2013). At the same time 

intercepts (or alpha), the implied market premium, of the dollar-neutral portfolios are all 

greater than zero, indicating that the portfolios outperformed the MSCI. Furthermore, all 

intercepts, but the intercept of the Momentum portfolio, are statistically significant at least 

at the 5% level. The Value portfolio seemed to have beaten the MSCI by the highest 

monthly margin (0.77%). The negative if only slightly positive (for the Value portfolio) 

relationship of the portfolios with the MSCI is additionally significant for every portfolio. 

Still, the adjusted R2 measure indicates that in all four dollar-neutral portfolios a 

regression with the MSCI as regressor has very low explanatory power of around 2-3%. 
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Table 2 Monthly performance of dollar-neutral portfolios (excess returns)  

 Momentum 

Portfolio 

Value Portfolio Size Portfolio Combined Portfolio 

Mean 0.128% 0.784% 0.403% 0.439% 

Std. Dev. 3.755% 2.243% 2.919% 1.577% 

Sharpe 0.034 0.350 0.138 0.278 

Alpha 

(MSCI) 
0.0014 0.0077*** 0.0042** 0.0045*** 

Beta 

(MSCI) 
-0.131*** 0.076** -0.086** -0.047** 

Adj. R2 

(MSCI) 
0.029 0.027 0.019 0.019 

No. of 

observations 
199 199 199 199 

*** = p-value < 0.01; ** = p-value < 0.05; * = p-value < 0.1 

Comparing the results from the dollar-neutral strategies with the results from the long-

only strategies (see table 3), the mean monthly excess returns are for the Value, Size and 

Combined portfolio are between 40% (Value) to 70% (Size and Combined) larger than 

for the dollar-neutral portfolios. For Momentum, the excess returns are even 250% larger. 

Nevertheless, the volatility of the monthly excess returns increased manifold for the long-

only portfolios, hence the Sharpe ratio only increased for the Momentum strategy but 

decreased for every other portfolio. Correspondingly, the risk-adjusted returns are higher 

for the dollar-neutral strategy, which is, of course, the strategy’s predominant purpose. 

The beta-coefficients of the long-only portfolios are also remarkably higher than the 

dollar-neutral betas, as the correlation between the long-only strategy and the MSCI (see 

table 5) is fairly moderate, contrary to the low and even negative correlation of the dollar-

neutral portfolios and the MSCI. Furthermore, as with the dollar-neutral portfolios, the 

alpha of Value, Size, and the Combined portfolios are statistically significant, besides 

being between 30% (Value) and about 50% (Size and Combined) larger. For the 

Momentum portfolio, the alpha is almost threefold larger, although being statistically 

insignificant. When referring to the adjusted R2 values, the explanatory power for all four 

portfolios is still low, yet significantly larger than for the dollar-neutral strategies against 

the MSCI. Noticeable as well that the Momentum strategy has the lowest adjusted R2 

values for the long-only strategy, while the adjusted R2 value for the dollar-neutral 
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strategy is only negligibly larger than for the other portfolios. Additionally, it is the only 

strategy not having any statistically significant alpha for either strategy. 

Table 3 Long-only monthly performance of portfolios (excess returns) 

 Momentum 

Portfolio 

Value Portfolio Size Portfolio Combined Portfolio 

Mean 0.449% 1.091% 0.690% 0.744% 

Std. Dev. 5.630% 5.144% 5.850% 4.791% 

Sharpe 0.080 0.212 0.118 0.155 

Alpha 

(MSCI) 
0.0039 0.0101*** 0.0062* 0.0067** 

Beta 

(MSCI) 
0.411*** 0.582*** 0.486*** 0.493*** 

Adj. R2 

(MSCI) 
0.143 0.350 0.187 0.289 

No. of 

observations 
199 199 199 199 

*** = p-value < 0.01; ** = p-value < 0.05; * = p-value < 0.1 

As mentioned above the performance of the dollar-neutral portfolios compared with the 

long-only portfolios is superior on a risk-adjusted basis, considering the Sharpe ratios. 

This is presumably due to the dollar-neutrality, i.e. that the long positions are financed 

through an equal short-position. Nevertheless, there are doubts whether this strategy, also 

applied by Asness et al. (2013), is feasible in frontier markets, as de Groot et al. (2012) 

stress that short-selling is merely limitedly achievable in frontier markets, due to market 

mechanism constraints. Considering this supposition, the long-only strategy is perhaps 

the more realistic and meaningful in terms of the explanatory power of returns. 

Nevertheless, the ability of the (I)CAPM for asset pricing is limited, as Fama and French 

(1998) emphasised that the (I)CAPM cannot e.g. capture the value premium in 

international returns. Our findings support this, as the alpha value for the dollar-neutral 

and long-only value strategy are the highest and furthermore statistically significant at 

additionally the lowest p-values.  
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5.1.2 Correlations 

Table 4 Correlations between dollar-neutral monthly portfolio returns  

 Momentum 

Portfolio 

Value 

Portfolio 

Size 

Portfolio 

Combined 

Portfolio 

MSCI 

Frontier 

MSCI 

World 

Momentum 

Portfolio 
1.000 -0.4823 -0.1868 0.4498 -0.1832 -0.1157 

Value 

Portfolio 
 1.000 0.5307 0.4188 0.1792 0.1561 

Size Portfolio   1.000 0.7203 -0.1551 -0.1636 

Combined 

Portfolio 
   1.000 -0.1561 -0.1188 

MSCI 

Frontier 
    1.000 0.6116 

MSCI World      1.000 

No. of observations: 199 

As touched upon in chapter 5.1.1, the correlations between the dollar-neutral and MSCI 

are fairly small and for Momentum, Size and the Combined portfolios even slightly 

negative. Interestingly, when referring to the correlation between Momentum and the 

other dollar-neutral portfolios, it is evident from table 4 that Momentum does have 

negative correlations with all but the combined portfolio, of which it is obviously a part 

of. In particular, the moderately negative correlation between Momentum and Value does 

underline the findings of Asness et al. (2013), which have found a negative correlation 

between Value and Momentum with a dollar-neutral strategy across many asset classes. 

According to Asness et al. (2013), the combination of a Momentum and Value strategy 

is adequate to exploit liquidity risks. As for the combined portfolio, the negative 

correlation between the value and momentum factor induces diversification effects and 

lowers the overall portfolio volatility (compare de Groot et al. (2012), as well as table 2 

and 3). 

 

When comparing dollar-neutral with long-only, it is manifest that the correlation between 

the long-only strategies is positive throughout the table, yet the correlation with the MSCI 

Frontier Index is moderate at most. For the short-only strategies, the correlation between 

the portfolios is even stronger than only for long-only (see appendix), yet the correlation 

with the MSCI Frontier Index is strongly negative, indicating the apparent relationship of 

short positions profiting of falling prices in the underlying stocks and therewith index.  
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Table 5 Correlations between long-only monthly portfolios returns 

 Momentum 

Portfolio 

Value 

Portfolio 

Size 

Portfolio 

Combined 

Portfolio 

MSCI 

Frontier 

MSCI 

World 

Momentum 

Portfolio 
1.000 0.5408 0.5057 0.7911 0.3840 0.2852 

Value 

Portfolio 
 1.000 0.8230 0.9048 0.5940 0.4012 

Size Portfolio   1.000 0.8997 0.4370 0.2990 

Combined 

Portfolio 
   1.000 0.5409 0.3770 

MSCI 

Frontier 
    1.000 0.6116 

MSCI World      1.000 

Number of observations: 199 

The correlations of the dollar-neutral strategies with the MSCI World Index, which 

consists out of large- and mid-sized stocks, are fairly similar to the MSCI Frontier Index, 

as can be observed from table 4. The correlation against the strategies is slightly lower, 

with the exception of the Size strategy having a marginally larger correlation with the 

MSCI World Index. The differences between the correlations of the MSCI World and the 

MSCI Frontier Index seem a lot more pronounced for the long-only strategies (see table 

5). The correlation of the strategies with the MSCI World Index is between 26% and 32% 

lower than with the MSCI Frontier Index. Of course, the correlation between the MSCI 

World and the MSCI Frontier Index is deemed to be moderately strong. Still, with the 

long-only strategies, the correlations of the MSCI World Index are moderately low, still 

considerably higher than with the dollar-neutral strategies and positive as well.  

5.2 Fama-French Factors 

As described in chapter 3 and chapter 4, the Fama-French factors include the commonly 

known three factors of the market portfolio (Mkt), Size (SMB), Value (HML), plus the 

Carhart fourth factor of Momentum (WML). Table 6 presents the mean monthly returns, 

as well as the standard deviation of the global Fama-French four factors without the U.S. 

being included. The performance of the SMB factor is perceivably superior, yet 

considering the monthly standard deviation, manifold more volatile. Ignoring the SMB 

factor, the HML and WML factors experience lower volatility than the market portfolio, 

which returns are only superior to the HML factor.  
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Table 6 Global Fama-French Factors excluding the U.S. 

Global 

w/o US 

Mkt - Rf SMB HML WML (MOM) 

Mean 0.54% 1.28% 0.26% 0.63% 

Std. Dev. 4.73% 17.61% 1.59% 3.27% 

No. of observations: 199 

Once the U.S. has been included in the global factor picture (see table 7), the factor returns 

are lower, while only the market portfolio is higher. Interestingly, when comparing table 

6 and table 7, the U.S. seem to both, reduce the standard deviation and the mean return 

for the size factor, whereas for the value and momentum factor the return decreases and 

the standard deviation increases. The market factor behaves oppositional, by including 

the U.S. the mean increases and the standard deviation decreases. Noteworthy is, in both 

cases, the same risk free-rate is deducted from the corresponding market portfolio, i.e. 

Fama-French does not distinguish between global with or without the U.S. in terms of 

their risk-free rate.  

Table 7 Global Fama-French Factors including the U.S. 

Global 

with US 

Mkt - Rf SMB HML WML (MOM) 

Mean 0.57% 0.10% 0.11% 0.40% 

Std. Dev. 4.34% 1.54% 1.65% 3.49% 

No. of observations: 199 

As can be perceived in table 8, the proprietarily constructed size and value factors 

monthly returns are indeed negative, which may be due to the fact, that the Fama-French 

break-points for constructing SMB respectively HML were applied. This could 

presumably result in them poorly explaining the Size, Value and Momentum returns 

within frontier markets, as will be analysed in chapter 5.3. Furthermore, besides the 

returns being negative, they are also far more volatile, when comparing the statistics with 

the global Fama-French factors in table 6 and 7. Only the momentum factor, as well as 

the MSCI’s returns, are positive. 

Table 8 Own Fama-French Factors 

Frontier MSCI Frontier- Rf SMB HML WML (MOM) 

Mean 0.14% -1.15% -2.60% 1.14% 

Std. Dev. 5.26% 7.02% 8.41% 10.10% 

No. of observations: 199 
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As our own Fama-French factors have been created for all frontier markets included in 

the analysis, the explanatory power of these factors will presumably be quite low, as Fama 

and French (2012) have indicated when constructing their regional factor portfolios. 

Furthermore, the constructed factor portfolios for frontier markets are only 

approximations, hence certain lack of explanatory power will occur by default.  

5.3 Empirical Asset Pricing 

5.3.1 Portfolios with Fama-French Global Factors excluding U.S. 

Concerning the possible explanatory power of the Fama-French factors, touched upon in 

the previous chapter 5.2, the lack of market integration (Fama and French, 2012), 

mentioned in previous chapters, and may cause the global Fama-French factors with and 

without the U.S. to have low explanatory power. This could result in statistically 

significant intercepts, which also arise through a lack of price integration across the 

frontier markets, presuming the latter to be also weak, considering the broad array of 

countries included in this analysis. 

Fama and French (2012) also referred to the lack of explanatory power global factors 

have in explaining local returns, which is plausible considering the extremely low 

adjusted R2 values in table 9 for the dollar-neutral portfolios. The low adjusted R2 could 

be perceived as problematic, as global factors are used to describe in a sense local return. 

Nevertheless, as all adjusted R2 are low, we will solely focus on the significance of the 

regression respective factors. As global models are in general poorly in describing local 

returns, assuming that the broad array of countries falling under the definition of frontier 

markets can be described as local, this ought to indicate that these markets are not too 

globally integrated. Hence, global returns cannot explain local returns due to a lack of 

market integration between these markets. Nevertheless, Chen et al.´s (2014) findings 

indicate that leading markets, in particular, the U.S., Granger causes frontier markets 

before the financial crisis of 2008.  

Table 9 Dollar-neutral vs. Global Fama-French factors excluding the U.S. 

 Alpha Mkt-Rf SMB HML WML Adj. R2 

Momentum -0.0004 -0.0255 -0.0049 0.0344 0.2875*** 0.0464 

Value 0.0084*** 0.0372 0.0114 0.0900 -0.175*** 0.0745 

Size 0.0051** -0.128*** 0.0095 0.0403 -0.096 0.0220 

Combined 0.0043*** -0.0388 0.0053 0.0548 0.0054 0.0005 

*** = p-value < 0.01; ** = p-value < 0.05; * = p-value < 0.1; No. of observations: 199 
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As perceivable in table 9, the global Fama-French factors excluding the U.S. are barely 

significant when regressed upon the dollar-neutral strategies. Only the WML factor is 

statistically significant for the Momentum and Value portfolio, while the market portfolio 

factor shows significance only for Size portfolio. Furthermore, all intercepts except for 

Momentum are statistically significant at the 1% level (Value and the Combined 

portfolio) and the 5% level (Size portfolio). Additionally, worth pointing out are the factor 

loadings of all strategy portfolios with regards to the market portfolio. All factor loadings 

are negative, only the factor loading against the Value portfolio being the exception, 

whilst it only being slightly positive. The in general low factor loadings are visible across 

all other factors. Only for the Value portfolio, the factor loading with the WML factor is 

negative. Indicating those strategy portfolios would only slightly move with or against 

the factors upon a change in them. As Chan-Lau (2014) pointed out, frontier markets have 

low levels of correlations with other equity markets and even emerging markets. The 

correlation may, therefore, be a reason for the low factor loadings across table 9. 

Table 10 Long-only vs. Global Fama-French Factors excluding the U.S. 

 Alpha Mkt-Rf SMB HML WML Adj. R2 

Momentum -0.00096 0.453*** 0.0665*** 0.4303* 0.1701 0.153 

Value 0.008** 0.434*** 0.0565*** 0.519** -0.229** 0.256 

Size 0.0035 0.376*** 0.0667*** 0.557** -0.139 0.147 

Combined 0.0035 0.421*** 0.0631*** 0.5025** -0.0659 0.233 

*** = p-value < 0.01; ** = p-value < 0.05; * = p-value < 0.1; No. of observations: 199 

Concerning the low factor loadings mentioned above, as the long-only strategy portfolios 

have higher factor loadings, the low factor loadings in table 9 may also be caused through 

the dollar-neutral investment strategy, as already seen in the correlation matrix in table 4. 

The global Fama-French factors excluding the U.S. seem to explain the returns of a long-

only strategy far better than they do the dollar-neutral strategy. The market portfolio and 

the SMB factor are statistically significant at the 1% level against all strategy portfolios. 

The HML factors are statistically significant at the 5% level against the long-only Value, 

Size and Combined portfolios, while being significant at the 10% level against the 

Momentum portfolio. As the WML factor loadings are negative against all long-only 

strategies, but against momentum, the factor is statistically significant at the 5% level 

against the Value long-only strategy. Furthermore, the latter strategy has the only 

statistically significant intercept of all strategies. Hence, the Size and Combined long-

only strategies seemed not to have outperformed the global Fama-French factors 
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excluding the U.S., as they are not statistically different from zero. As the Momentum 

strategy’s intercept is negative, it would not have outperformed the global Fama-French 

factors in the first place yet is also not statistically different from zero. 

Nevertheless, referring the factor loadings in table 10, they are higher than in table 9, still 

not particularly high. They, therefore, underline the hypothesis of e.g. Girard and Sinha 

(2008) that frontier markets offer diversification opportunities through their low factor 

loadings for international investors. The same holds true upon including the U.S. as can 

be perceived in the following chapter 5.3.2. 

5.3.2 Portfolios with Fama-French Global Factors including U.S. 

Table 11 Dollar-neutral vs. Fama-French Global Factors including U.S. 

 Alpha Mkt-Rf SMB HML WML Adj. R2 

Momentum 0.0004 -0.0227 -0.0372 0.0602 0.248 0.0369 

Value 0.0083*** 0.0247 0.0697 0.0368 -0.179*** 0.0760 

Size 0.0053** -0.1493*** 0.1101 -0.0265 -0.121* 0.0263 

Combined 0.005*** -0.0491* 0.0475 0.0235 -0.0175 -0.0316 

*** = p-value < 0.01; ** = p-value < 0.05; * = p-value < 0.1; No. of observations: 199 

Upon including the U.S. into the factor portfolios, it is visible from table 11 that only the 

market portfolio is statistically significant at the 1% level against the dollar-neutral Size 

portfolio, and significant at the 10% level against the Combined portfolio. Otherwise only 

the WML factor is statistically significant against the Value strategy at the 1% level. As 

barely any factor is statistically significant, all intercepts, except for the Momentum 

portfolio, are statistically significant at the 1% level (Value and Combined) and 5% level 

(Size). As with the global factors excluding the U.S. (table 9), the factor loadings are 

either fairly small, negative or even both. As already seen in prior chapters concerning 

the explanatory power of a CAPM with MSCI as the market portfolio and the global 

Fama-French factors, the Momentum portfolio has never a statistically significant 

intercept. In general, when comparing the intercepts and factor loadings between the 

regressions with the global Fama-French factors excluding and including the U.S. for the 

dollar-neutral strategies, they are very similar to one another. Of course, the plausible 

explanation is that only one country was practically added to the factor portfolios, 

nevertheless is the U.S. the largest equity market in the world which may have 

experiences far different cycles than the global equity markets excluding the U.S. Which 

is also visible in table 6 and 7 above where the market portfolios with and without the 
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U.S. are fairly similar in terms of mean return and volatility. Still, the factors with the 

U.S. have lower mean returns and higher standard deviation levels than the factors 

without the U.S. Yet as the differences are only minor, the factor loadings between the 

two global Fama-French factors are still very similar and have the same prefix. The only 

exception presents the Momentum strategy, which intercept for the global factors 

including the U.S. is the same value as for the global factors excluding the U.S. but only 

with a positive prefix.  

 

It was previously touched upon that the global factors seem to do a poor job in explaining 

the returns of the dollar-neutral portfolios, neglecting the low adjusted R2, but instead 

focussing on the statistical significance of the factors. A possible explanation may, 

therefore, be the dollar-neutral strategy, as by construction the portfolio ends up being 

beta-neutral, as the long position is financed through an equal short position (Asness et 

al, 2013). It would underline the notion that a dollar-neutral strategy would be optimal 

for hedging purposes, in particular when considering the correlation levels of the dollar-

neutral portfolios among each other (please refer to table 4), as the correlations between 

the portfolios are either negative (Momentum and Value; Momentum and Size) or not 

particularly strong (Value and Size). The Combined dollar-neutral portfolio will, 

therefore, benefit from the relationships of its constituents’ portfolios and represents a 

good hedging strategy. 

Table 12 Long-only vs. Global Fama-French Factors including the U.S. 

 Alpha Mkt-Rf SMB HML WML Adj. R2 

Momentum 0.0005 0.392*** 0.684*** 0.423* 0.151 0.126 

Value 0.0085** 0.398*** 0.522** 0.5412*** -0.215** 0.224 

Size 0.0044 0.325*** 0.648** 0.537** -0.137 0.131 

Combined 0.0044 0.366*** 0.618*** 0.500*** -0.0667 0.202 

*** = p-value < 0.01; ** = p-value < 0.05; * = p-value < 0.1; No. of observations: 199 

As with the global factors excluding the U.S., the factors including the U.S. are explaining 

the returns of the long-only strategy in a far superior way. Table 12 envisages the global 

factors including the U.S. where the market portfolio is statistically significant at the 1% 

level against all strategies. The SMB factors are also statistically significant against the 

four strategies, yet for the Value and Size strategy only at the 5% significance level. The 

HML factor is additionally statistically significant against all four strategies, with the 

factor only being statistically significant at the 10% against the long-only Momentum 
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portfolio. Only the WML factor shows statistical significance against one strategy, the 

long-only Value portfolio (significant at the 5% level).  

5.3.3 Portfolios with own Fama-French factors for Frontier Markets 

Table 13 Dollar-neutral vs. Frontier Fama-French Factors 

 Alpha MSCI 

Frontier- Rf 

SMB HML WML Adj. R2 

Momentum -0.0021 -0.1083** -0.0534 -0.0400 0.1755*** 0.2579 

Value 0.0107*** 0.0805*** 0.0735*** 0.0585*** -0.0596*** 0.1686 

Size 0.0109*** -0.0158 0.2984*** 0.1221*** -0.0267* 0.5159 

Combined 0.0065*** -0.0145 0.1062*** 0.0469*** 0.0297*** 0.2592 

*** = p-value < 0.01; ** = p-value < 0.05; * = p-value < 0.1; No. of observations: 199 

For our very own Fama-French factors based on the methodology described in chapter 4 

and consisting of the data described in chapter 3, the adjusted R2 are already strikingly 

higher than for all global Fama-French factors utilised in the previous chapters.  

Table 13 lists the results from a regression of the dollar-neutral strategy portfolios against 

our proprietarily constructed Fama-French factors. For our own constructed factors, the 

market portfolio consists of the MSCI Frontier Market index. The statistically 

insignificant intercept of the Momentum dollar-neutral strategy is consistent with prior 

findings in the previous chapters. Additionally, only two out of the four factors are 

statistically significant. Previously only for the global-factors excluding the U.S., the 

WML factor was statistically significant against the dollar-neutral Momentum strategy. 

The WML factor also seems to describe all other dollar-neutral strategies, since being 

statistically significant at the 1% level, but for the Size strategy, where it is only 

significant at the 10% level. The HML and SMB factors are statistically significant at the 

1% level against all dollar-neutral strategies, but for Momentum. Yet the market portfolio 

is statistically significant at the 5% level against Momentum and at the 1% level against 

Value. For the Size strategy and the Combined portfolio, the market portfolio is not 

statistically significant. Despite the multitude of statistically significant factors, the 

intercepts of all strategies, with the exception of the Momentum strategy, are statistically 

significant at the 1% level. One, therefore, ought to conclude, that the returns of the dollar-

neutral strategy portfolios of Value, Size and the Combined portfolio with Momentum 

cannot be explained by a global approach for the Fama-French four factors in Frontier 

Markets. As the market portfolio seems to have only limited explanatory power in terms 

of statistical significance, a robustness test will be conducted in chapter 5.5 with the 
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market portfolio consisting of a value-weighted portfolio of all included frontier market 

stocks. 

 

As with the dollar-neutral strategies against the Fama-French factors including and 

excluding the U.S., the factor loadings are similarly low with the Frontier Market factors. 

Still, the factor loadings for the Frontier Market factors are a little bit higher in both 

directions (positive and negative loadings). Additionally, although not particularly 

relevant to the analysis, the adjusted R2 values for the Frontier Market factors against the 

dollar-neutral strategies, in particular against the Size strategy, are remarkably higher. 

Furthermore, with the only exception being the HML factor against the Momentum 

strategy, the factor loadings only differ in their factor loadings to the factors including 

and excluding the U.S., not on their numerical prefixes. The Alpha generated by the 

dollar-neutral strategies against the Frontier Market factors is also in general twice as 

large as the alpha generated against the global factors.  

Table 14 Long-only vs. Frontier Fama-French Factors 

 Alpha MSCI 

Frontier- Rf 

SMB HML WML Adj. R2 

Momentum 0.0048 0.4676*** 0.1019* 0.0899** 0.1778*** 0.2533 

Value 0.0159*** 0.6086*** 0.1716*** 0.1524*** -0.0452* 0.4429 

Size 0.0174*** 0.5863*** 0.4300*** 0.2676*** -0.0005 0.4870 

Combined 0.0127*** 0.5541*** 0.2342*** 0.1700*** 0.0440* 0.4412 

*** = p-value < 0.01; ** = p-value < 0.05; * = p-value < 0.1; No. of observations: 199 

As with the dollar-neutral strategies, the proprietarily constructed Fama-French factors 

for frontier markets explain in equal measure the long-only returns better than the global 

Fama-French factors including and excluding the U.S. Contrary to the dollar-neutral 

strategies, the market portfolio is statistically significant for all long-only strategies at the 

1% level. The same applies to the SMB and HML factors, where only the factors against 

the long-only Momentum strategy are not statistically significant at the 1% level (at the 

10% level for SMB and 5% for HML). Still, as against the dollar-neutral Momentum 

strategy, the WML factor is statistically significant at the 1% level. Although other than 

against the Momentum strategy, the WML factor is only statistically significant against 

the Value strategy and the Combined portfolio at the 10% level. Furthermore, as with the 

dollar-neutral strategies, the intercepts of all long-only strategies, again with the 

exception of Momentum, are statistically significant at the 1% level. Referring to the 
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appendix, for the short-only strategies the intercepts are only statistically significant at 

the 5% level for every strategy but the Combined portfolio.  

5.4 Robustness Test 

5.4.1 Value-weighted Market Portfolio 

Since the market portfolio has been the least significant factor in the analysis above, we 

are substituting the MSCI Frontier Market Index with a value-weighted portfolio of the 

cross-section of all available excess returns, to test the robustness of our approach. The 

new Frontier Markets factor portfolios are then regressed against the dollar-neutral and 

long-only portfolios, as in chapter 5.5.3. 

Table 15 Dollar-neutral vs. own factors with value-weighted market portfolio 

 Alpha New Mkt-

Rf 

SMB HML WML Adj. R2 

Momentum −0.0020 -0.0444 -0.0526 −0.0438 0.1819*** 0.2393 

Value 0.0104*** 0.0789*** 0.0906*** 0.0643*** −0.0657*** 0.1651 

Size 0.0106*** 0.0571* 0.3229*** 0.1258*** −0.0276* 0.5243 

Combined 0.0063*** 0.0305 0.1203*** 0.0488*** 0.0296*** 0.2663 

*** = p-value < 0.01; ** = p-value < 0.05; * = p-value < 0.1; No. of observations: 199 

As can be observed from table 15, the new market portfolio is only statistically significant 

against the dollar-neutral Value strategy at the 1% level and the dollar-neutral Size 

strategy at the 10% level. Comparing the factor loadings of the value market portfolio 

against the MSCI as the market factor, all but the Momentum and Value strategies’ 

loadings for the new market portfolio have the opposite numerical prefixes. Besides this 

the effect of the new market portfolio on the returns seems to be limited as all intercepts, 

besides Momentum as before, are statistically significant at the 1% level, as well as being 

only slightly smaller compared to the analysis with the MSCI as the market portfolio in 

chapter 5.3.3. Indeed, the effect on all other factor loadings for the SMB, HML and WML 

portfolios are also only slightly different. The adjusted R2 values are very similar, 

compared with the MSCI. 

Table 16 Long-only vs. own factors with value-weighted market portfolio 

 Alpha New Mkt-

Rf 

SMB HML WML Adj. R2 

Momentum 0.0025 0.5504*** 0.2365*** 0.1298*** 0.1399*** 0.3075 

Value 0.0135*** 0.5874*** 0.2972*** 0.1959*** −0.0907*** 0.3949 

Size 0.0149*** 0.5882*** 0.5586*** 0.3109*** −0.0451 0.4713 

Combined 0.0103*** 0.5753*** 0.3641*** 0.2122*** 0.0013 0.4439 

*** = p-value < 0.01; ** = p-value < 0.05; * = p-value < 0.1; No. of observations: 199 
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The effect towards the explanatory power of the value-weighted return portfolio through 

the monthly cross-section is even more definitive, as is perceivable from table 16. The 

new market portfolio shows statistical significance at the 1% level against all long-only 

strategies as with the MSCI Frontier Index as the market portfolio. The factor loadings 

are perceivably similar to the MSCI’s factor loadings yet are more homogeneous. The 

loadings only vary between 0.550 and 0.558, while in table 14, the loadings vary between 

0.468 and 0.609. Concerning the statistical significance of the SMB, HML and WML 

factor loadings, the introduction of the new market portfolio is improving the overall 

level. If factor loadings are statistically significant, they are at the 1% level. Even against 

the long-only Momentum strategy, all factor loadings are statistically significant, while 

the intercept is not. In table 16, the factor loadings of the WML factor against the long-

only Size and Combined portfolio are not statistically significant, while in table 14 the 

WML factor was weakly statistically significant against the long-only Combined 

portfolio. This portrays the only degradation in the statistical significance of the factor 

loadings. The adjusted R2 are similar to the MSCI as market portfolio, while some 

strategies’ adjusted R2s are higher and others are lower. Overall the size of the intercepts 

compared with chapter 5.3.3 is slightly reduced upon introducing the value-weighted 

market portfolio.  

5.4.2 Long Fama-French Factors for Long-only 

Since we have regressed long-short Fama-French factors against the long-only portfolios 

in chapter 5.3, we construct the Fama-French factors as Israel and Moskowitz (2013) only 

with the long part. The portfolios are constructed with the same approach applied above, 

with the only exception of excluding the short section of the formulas, hence: 

 

𝑅𝑖(𝑡) − 𝑟𝑓(𝑡) =∝𝑖+ 𝛽𝑖[𝑅𝑀(𝑡) − 𝑟𝑓(𝑡)] + 𝛾𝑖𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑙(𝑡) + 𝛿𝑖𝐻𝑖𝑔ℎ(𝑡) + 휀𝑖𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟(𝑡) +

𝜈𝑖(𝑡), 

 

where, 

 

𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑙 =
1

3
(𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 + 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑁𝑒𝑢𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑙 + 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑡ℎ), 

 

𝐻𝑖𝑔ℎ =
1

2
(𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 + 𝐵𝑖𝑔 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒),  
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and 

 

𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟 =
1

2
(𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟 + 𝐵𝑖𝑔 𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟) 

 

For this robustness test, we keep the market portfolios from chapter 5.3, respectively for 

the frontier markets, we use the new value-weighted portfolio and regress the long-only 

strategy against the long proportion of the Fama-French factors.  

Table 17 Long only vs. Long Fama-French Factors excluding the U.S. 

 Alpha Mkt-Rf Small High Winner Adj. R2 

Momentum -0.0012 -0.6991* 0.6154** 0.4852 0.0629 0.150 

Value 0.0035 -0.7072** 0.1950 0.9773*** 0.1498** 0.270 

Size -0.0002 -0.8873** 0.3335 0.9404** 0.1375 0.161 

Combined 0.0007 -0.7646*** 0.3813 0.8010** 0.1167* 0.254 

*** = p-value < 0.01; ** = p-value < 0.05; * = p-value < 0.1; No. of observations: 199 

As perceivable from table 17 above and contrary to table 10, the global long Fama-French 

factor loadings are not as significant as before. Only the market portfolio is statistically 

significant against all long-only strategies, but with weaker levels of statistical 

significance. Furthermore, the factor loadings of the market portfolio are negative and on 

an absolute basis almost twice as high. While the SMB factor was statistically significant 

at the 1% level against all strategies, the Small factor is only statistically significant 

against the Momentum strategy at the 5% level. Furthermore, the factor loadings are 

perceivably higher. Very peculiar is that the High factor loadings are significantly higher 

and closer to 1, and also at least as statistically significant as in table 10 (only Momentum 

is now not statistically significant). For the Winner factor, all loadings are positive, while 

against Value and the Combined portfolio, which it was not in table 10, statistically 

significant. Also, no intercepts are statistically significant compared to long-only Value 

before.  

Table 18 Long only vs. Long Fama-French Factors with U.S. 

 Alpha Mkt-Rf Small High Winner Adj. R2 

Momentum 0.0017 -0.2471 1.0864*** -0.5023 -0.0551 0.121 

Value 0.0069** 0.2890 1.0453*** -0.8914** 0.0104 0.196 

Size 0.0033 0.0191 1.1445*** -0.8003 0.0004 0.119 

Combined 0.0039 0.0203 1.092*** -0.7313* -0.0148 0.194 

*** = p-value < 0.01; ** = p-value < 0.05; * = p-value < 0.1; No. of observations: 199 
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Upon including the U.S., no market portfolio is statistically significant, as well as differ 

by a wide margin from the market factor loadings in table 12. Yet now and also different 

from table 18 above, the Small factor is statistically significant at the 1% level, against 

all long-only strategies, besides the loadings are also greater than 1. Nevertheless, while 

the HML factor in table 12 was statistically significant against all strategies, now High 

only is against Value and the Combined portfolio, and also with strong negative factor 

loadings. While the WML factor used to be statistically significant against the Value 

strategy, now the Winner factor loadings show no statistical significance at all. In terms 

of the intercepts, the Value’s intercept is still statistically significant at the 5% level yet 

decreases by 15 basis points. In general, the magnitude of all intercepts, also for table 17, 

declined. 

Table 19 Long only vs. Long Frontier Fama-French Factors 

 Alpha New Mkt-

Rf 

Small High Winner Adj. R2 

Momentum 0.0035 0.2421*** 0.1507** 0.1952*** 0.1099*** 0.4295 

Value 0.0163*** 0.2141*** 0.2066*** 0.4028*** 0.0297** 0.6039 

Size 0.0152*** 0.0322 0.3845*** 0.4005*** 0.0582*** 0.6179 

Combined 0.0117*** 0.1628*** 0.2472*** 0.3329*** 0.0659*** 0.6917 

*** = p-value < 0.01; ** = p-value < 0.05; * = p-value < 0.1; No. of observations: 199 

Comparing the long Fama-French factors against the long-short Fama-French factors for 

our own sample size in Frontier Markets, it is striking that the overall statistical 

significance of the factor loadings and intercepts did not change tremendously. Still, 

respective to the market portfolio, which is the value-weighted portfolio through every 

cross-section (as in chapter 5.4.1), the loading against Size is not significant anymore. 

Still, the factor loadings significant levels of at least 5% are more abundant than in table 

14. The factor loadings against the market portfolio are several times lower, whereas the 

factor loadings of the Small, High and Winner factors are in general higher than in table 

14. The overall adjusted R2 values are indeed significantly higher than before. 

Nevertheless, the intercepts have only increased for the Value strategy, for the Size and 

Combined long-only portfolio they have decreased. Nonetheless, the statistical 

significance of the intercepts has not changed. The robustness test indicates that a long 

Frontier Fama-French factor model seems to be more suitable to explain long-only returns 

in frontier markets. 
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5.4.3 Explanatory Power of Frontier Fama-French for Regional Returns 

In this part of the robustness test, we will apply our Frontier Fama-French factors to the 

geographic regions Africa, Asia, and Europe and the Middle East (hereafter: EUME) in 

our analysis (see table 1), to further narrow down the explanatory power of the 

constructed Frontier Fama-French factors. The same methodology concerning the Size, 

Value, Momentum and Combined dollar-neutral and long-only strategies will be applied 

as described in chapter 4. Although we will substitute the market portfolio with the value-

weighted portfolio introduced in the prior conducted robustness test in chapter 5.4.1. 

Furthermore, the long-only strategies will be regressed against the long Frontier Fama-

French factors, as in chapter 5.4.2. Since certain regions included in the frontier markets 

sample do not go back until June 2002, we shorten the observation period. Therefore, the 

region-specific robustness analysis will commence from August 2009 on for 113 periods 

until December 2018. During these periods, the applied strategies in the regions did not 

perform as well as the strategies for the entire sample size. As a result, many intercepts 

are negative, in for particular long-only strategies. 

5.4.3.1 Africa 

For the African frontier countries, we are determining the number of stocks to go long 

and short for the dollar-neutral and long-only strategies, by taking the average of 10% of 

stocks every month (see methodology section). As a result, for Africa, we will go long 

and short 33 stocks every period, respectively. 

Table 20 Africa Dollar Neutral vs. Frontier Fama-French Factors 

 Alpha Mkt-Rf SMB HML WML Adj. R2 

Momentum 0.0054 0.0306 -0.0219 -0.0194 0.0864 -0.0118 

Value 0.0018 0.0247 0.0216 0.0453 -0.0208 -0.0053 

Size 0.0023 -0.1607*** 0.1122*** 0.0306 -0.0140 0.1261 

Combined 0.0031** -0.0351 0.0373 0.0188 0.0172 -0.0045 

*** = p-value < 0.01; ** = p-value < 0.05; * = p-value < 0.1; No. of observations: 113 

As visualised by table 20, the results for the dollar-neutral strategies in the African frontier 

region are far less statistically significant than prior analysis indicated. Only the dollar-

neutral Size strategy has statistically significant factor loadings against the market 

portfolio and the SMB factor at the 1% level. Interestingly, the dollar-neutral Combined 

portfolio’s intercept is statistically significant at the 5% level. Also striking are the 

negative adjusted R2 measures for every strategy but Size, which has two statistically 

significant factor loadings.  
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Table 21Africa Long Only vs. Long Frontier Fama-French Factors 

 Alpha Mkt-Rf Small High Winner Adj. R2 

Momentum 0.0002 0.8252*** -0.0533 0.0329 0.0469 0.3029 

Value -0.0039 0.5972*** 0.0157 0.1517 -0.0188 0.2847 

Size -0.0036 0.4583*** 0.0918 0.0876 0.0145 0.2093 

Combined -0.0025 0.6269*** 0.0181 0.0908 0.0142 0.3737 

*** = p-value < 0.01; ** = p-value < 0.05; * = p-value < 0.1; No. of observations: 113 

A similar picture applies to table 21, the long-only strategies against the long Fama-

French factors. However, the market portfolio is statistically significant against all 

strategies at the 1% level. But no other factor, as well as intercept for any long-only 

strategy in Africa is statistically significant. Although the adjusted R2 measures are higher 

in table 21 than in table 20. 

5.4.3.2 Asia 

The same approach to determine the number of stocks to long and short every period (see 

above and the methodology) has also been utilised for the Asian markets. Consequently, 

the strategy portfolios for the Asian frontier markets will be built by going long and short 

respectively in 60 stocks per period. 

Table 22 Asia Dollar Neutral vs. Frontier Fama-French Factors 

 Alpha Mkt-Rf SMB HML WML Adj. R2 

Momentum -0.0093** -0.2632** -0.3388*** -0.1979*** 0.4686*** 0.4252 

Value -0.0002 0.2016* 0.1835** -0.1697*** -0.0548 0.1585 

Size 0.0091*** 0.1497** 0.4648*** 0.3180*** 0.0538 0.5101 

Combined -0.0001 0.0294 0.1032** -0.0165 0.1559*** 0.2506 

*** = p-value < 0.01; ** = p-value < 0.05; * = p-value < 0.1; No. of observations: 113 

Compared to the application against the dollar-neutral strategy in Africa, the explanatory 

power of the Frontier Fama-French factors in Asia is perceivably higher (compare table 

22 with 20). In particular, the loadings of the SMB factors are all statistically significant 

against all dollar-neutral strategies. The market portfolio and the HML factor show 

statistically significant factor loadings against all strategies but the Combined dollar-

neutral portfolio. The only factor that has a statistical significance against the Combined 

portfolio is the WML factor with a statistical significance at the 1% level. Interestingly, 

the intercepts of all strategies but Size are negative, with Momentum and Size being 

statistically significant at the 5% and 1% level respectively.  
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Table 23 Asia Long Only vs. Long Frontier Fama-French Factors 

 Alpha Mkt-Rf Small High Winner Adj. R2 

Momentum -0.0001 -0.0217 0.3238*** -0.1872 0.2795*** 0.3697 

Value -0.0045 0.8136*** 1.1545*** -0.8761*** 0.0702 0.3549 

Size 0.0215*** -0.5503*** 0.4419*** 0.9019*** 0.1144*** 0.7093 

Combined 0.0056 0.0805 0.6401*** -0.0538 0.1547*** 0.5879 

*** = p-value < 0.01; ** = p-value < 0.05; * = p-value < 0.1; No. of observations: 113 

Compared with table 22, the results of the long Frontier Fama-French factors against the 

long-only strategy in Asia in table 23, are somewhat similar. The major deviation derives 

from the long-only momentum strategy, which intercept is not statistically significant 

anymore (although the intercept itself does not indicate a particularly strong 

underperformance). Additionally, the factor loadings against the market portfolio and the 

High factor are not statistically significant anymore. The adjusted R2 measures are 

additionally higher for every strategy but long-only Momentum.  

5.4.3.3 Europe and the Middle East 

Besides the large two regions, which make up about 90% of all sample stocks, we will 

also apply the Frontier Fama-French-Carhart factors to the Europe and Middle Eastern 

frontier markets. Based on the methodology to determine the number of stocks to go long 

and short respectively (see previous subchapters), every period there a long and short 

position in 12 stocks respectively. 

Table 24 EUME Dollar Neutral vs. Frontier Fama-French Factors 

 Alpha Mkt-Rf SMB HML WML Adj. R2 

Momentum 0.0026 0.1893* 0.0102 -0.0407 -0.0199 0.0006 

Value 0.0015 0.0034 -0.1242 -0.1449** -0.3503*** 0.2108 

Size 0.0059 -0.3433** -0.0999 -0.1270* -0.3538*** 0.1877 

Combined 0.0033 -0.0502 -0.0713 -0.1042** -0.2413*** 0.1874 

*** = p-value < 0.01; ** = p-value < 0.05; * = p-value < 0.1; No. of observations: 113 

Table 24 shows the regression results from EUME Dollar-neutral strategies against the 

Long-Short Frontier Fama-French-Carhart factors. As one can see, no strategy has a 

significant intercept, while the value-weighted market portfolio is only weakly 

statistically significant at the 10% level for the Momentum strategy and statistically 

significant at a 5% level for the Size strategy. The SMB factor loading is for none of the 

tested strategies statistically significant, while WML is except for the Momentum strategy 

for all other three strategies statistically significant at the 1% level. The HML factor 

loading shows diverse results, indicating statistical significance at a 5% level for the 
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Value and the Combined portfolio, 10% significance against Size and none against 

Momentum Dollar-Neutral. Noteworthy is, that almost all factor loadings are negative, 

independently from the chosen strategy. Adjusted R2 is for Momentum Dollar-Neutral 

very low, while for the other three strategies it varies between 0.187 and 0.211.   

Table 25 EUME Long Only vs. Long Frontier Fama-French Factors 

 Alpha Mkt-Rf Small High Winner Adj. R2 

Momentum -0.0016 0.9812*** 0.0985 0.0879 -0.0219 0.3357 

Value -0.0068 0.7748*** 0.0365 -0.0335 0.0134 0.1522 

Size -0.0002 0.2800* -0.0038 0.0125 0.0700 0.0684 

Combined -0.0029 0.6787*** 0.0437 0.0223 0.0205 0.2718 

*** = p-value < 0.01; ** = p-value < 0.05; * = p-value < 0.1; No. of observations: 113 

As table 25 for the long-only EUME strategy results indicate only the value-weighted 

market portfolio is statistically significant for all strategies at the 1% level, except Size 

being significant at the 10% level. Interestingly, the value-weighted market portfolio 

loading for the Momentum strategy is close to 1.  All intercepts are negative and show 

low values. The long Frontier Fama-French-Carhart factor loadings are also very low, 

sometimes even negative. Adjusted R2 varies from 0.068 for the Size strategy to 0.336 

for the Momentum strategy. 

 

Overall, the explanatory power of the Frontier Fama-French-Cahart factors against dollar-

neutral strategies is tremendously higher in Asia than in the African and European-Middle 

Eastern sample region. This result ought not to be particularly surprising, as the Asia 

region has the largest share of stocks in the sample, which acts as the foundation for the 

Frontier Fama-French factors. Still, perhaps it is surprising that the explanatory power of 

the Fama-French factors against the second largest region, Africa, is so low. The same 

outcome is also applicable for the long Frontier Fama-French-Carhart factors against the 

long-only strategies in these regions. Indeed, also peculiar is the observation of the factor 

loadings and intercepts of EUME and Africa being very similar. 
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6. Analysis of Asset Pricing 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

This section compromises the analysis of the results from the previous chapter, as well as 

their links to the literature. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

6.1 Strategies 

6.1.1 Momentum 

Concerning the comparison of the different Fama-French-Carhart four-factor portfolios, 

the proprietary factors constructed for the Frontier Market regions included in this 

analysis seem to explain the returns in a more superior way than the Global Fama-French-

Carhart portfolios including and excluding the U.S., since many factor loadings are 

statistically significant against both the dollar-neutral and the long-only strategy 

portfolios, which have been presented in 5.3. Nevertheless, the results of the analysis in 

chapter 5.3.3 indicate that as indeed the Fama-French-Carharts factors for frontier 

markets explain the strategy portfolio’s returns best, there are still statistically significant 

intercepts (or alpha) in the regressions. These intercepts indicate that all strategies, with 

the persistent exception of Momentum in both regressions against SMB, HML and WML 

conducted, have outperformed the four factors. This outcome could be interpreted 

towards the existence of inefficiencies in the Frontier Markets sample that are not 

captured by a Fama-French-Carhart four-factor model specifically created on the basis of 

stocks from the regions. The statistical significance of the strategies’ intercepts, besides 

Momentum, is in line with expectations based on Israel and Moskowitz (2013), according 

to whom the explanation for these return premia are either risk- or behavioural based.  

 

A possible explanation on why the dollar-neutral and long-only Momentum intercepts 

from chapter 5.3 have not been statistically significant may be due to the assumption of 

complete purchasing power parity, hence that all stock prices are converted into USD. 

The Momentum strategy portfolios had the most inferior performance of all strategies and 

did not even generate a positive return for the short-only strategy (see appendix). As the 

Momentum strategy is based on the 12-month return of a stock, the actual returns in local 

currency are presumably higher than in USD terms. I.e. the returns of the stock may have 

been very strong over the 12-month period, but as the stock’s initially denominated 
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currency e.g. strongly depreciated against the dollar, the positive return may be a negative 

return in USD terms or be significantly lowered. The opposite scenario is also 

conceivable. As we are required to transfer all stock prices into USD to ensure 

comparability between countries, we are in effect limiting the raw return potential of the 

stock in their local currency. Nevertheless, as Frontier Market economies are not as stable 

as developed economies and suffer at times from extreme political uncertainties, the 

exchange rate fluctuations with the USD do incorporate certain risk-indicators into the 

prices in USD terms. This would be in line with the valuation equation, which according 

to Fama and French (2008) explains Momentum, as higher expected cash flows of a 

company would justify higher returns, and lower returns when having lower expectations 

about expected cash flows. 

Although the Momentum strategies’ excess returns in chapter 5.3 are not statistically 

significant, neither against a CAPM nor against the tested Fama-French-Cahart four-

factor models, there are raw Momentum returns. The fact that the intercepts are not 

statistically significant implies that the CAPM and factor models do indeed explain the 

Momentum returns. As according to Griffin et al. (2003) country-specific risks are driving 

Momentum returns, one ought to conclude that the factors are also explaining certain 

country-specific risks which drive Momentum in equity markets. Of course, certain 

country-specific risks are priced into exchange rates upon assuming purchasing power 

parity. As Momentum is typically used to reject the random walk hypothesis in 

combination with the weak-efficient market hypothesis (past returns cannot predict future 

returns), yet our Momentum strategies’ excess returns are not statistically significant, we 

there cannot reject the random walk hypothesis, and thereby the weak efficient market 

hypothesis. Reasons why the analyses in chapter 5.3 does not allow to conclude a 

rejection of the weak EMH, may be that this thesis did not analyse the duration of 

Momentum returns, i.e. the literature has shown that Momentum returns reverse after a 

certain holding period, presenting an even greater challenge to the random walk 

hypothesis than the sheer presence of Momentum itself. As the Momentum strategies, 

dollar-neutral and long-only against SMB, HML and WML have additionally produced 

the lowest intercepts out of every regression group, our findings are in line with Cakici et 

al. (2016), that there is only weak Momentum in emerging markets, inter alia Frontier 

Markets.  
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Concerning the more region-specific analysis for the applicability of the constructed 

Frontier Fama-French-Carhart factors (see robustness chapter 5.4.3), the results are 

influenced by the country composition of the Frontier Fama-French-Carhart factors. 

Since the predominant of proportions of the frontier markets sample are from the Asia 

region, the explanatory power of the factors is by far the highest for the Asia region. All 

factor loadings are statistically significant against the dollar-neutral Momentum strategy 

at the 1% level. Furthermore, the intercept is also statistically significant, but the 

Momentum dollar-neutral strategy did not beat the Frontier Fama-French-Carhart four-

factor model. Consequently, we cannot conclude that inefficiencies were exploited by the 

dollar-neutral Momentum strategy in Asia. 

6.1.2 Value 

The largest intercepts of any strategy against the global factor portfolios as well as the 

Frontier Market factor portfolios originate from the Value strategy (both long-only and 

dollar-neutral). The only exception exists for the long-only strategy against the Frontier 

Market factors, where Size has an even larger alpha (or intercept). Yet when referring to 

the robustness test of chapter 5.4.2 with the long Frontier Fama-French-Carhart factors, 

Value has again the largest intercept and is like the other strategies statistically significant. 

Nevertheless, since all factor loadings are statistically significant at least at the 5% level 

against Frontier Market factors, there is a value premium present in Frontier Markets. 

Fama and French (1998) have concluded in an analysis of international markets, including 

even emerging markets, that value stocks outperform growth stocks. However, according 

to them a two-factor model equivalent to a CAPM with the addition of a distress-related 

factor should explain the value premium. In our analysis conversely, we cannot confirm 

these findings as all included Fama-French-Cahart four-factor models fail to capture the 

value premium. Of course, the four-factors do not reflect a specific “distress” factor. The 

only model that seems to have captured the value premium is the long Fama-French-

Cahart factor model excluding the U.S. (from the robustness test) against long-only. As 

in de Groot et al. (2012) and Barry et al. (2002), country-specific differences in 

accounting standards may drive results, as there is no differentiation between regions in 

our analysis.  

Nevertheless, La Porta et al. (1997) concluded that errors in expectation of the future 

profitability of companies are the main contributor towards value stocks. This mispricing 
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may be enhanced in frontier markets, as further uncertainties e.g. macroeconomic risks 

rein, which at least dampens the expectations of investors, if not outright make the 

estimation of future profits more difficult. Still, Cakici et al. (2016) have found no strong 

support for this systematic risk assumption of the value premium in their analysis of 

emerging market countries. Our findings could also in line with the results of Israel and 

Moskowitz (2013), which by analysing the U.S. stock market concluded that the value 

premium is very strong for small-cap stocks. Since there are predominantly small-cap 

stocks in our analysis and value has beaten the Fama-French-Carhart factors by the 

highest margin (except in Frontier Markets), the superior returns of the Value, dollar-

neutral and long-only, can be based upon the performance of small stocks.  

Yet on the regional level, the Value strategy, neither dollar-neutral nor long-only 

produced an intercept statistically different from zero. As with the Momentum strategy, 

the highest explanatory power of the Frontier Fama-French-Carhart factors was in Asia.  

6.1.3 Size 

The other strategy that worked rather well in chapter 5.3, is the dollar-neutral and long-

only Size strategy. Against the global factors the strategy has the second highest intercepts 

and for the frontier market factors even the highest intercepts, beating the Value strategy 

both in the dollar-neutral and long-only strategy. The dollar-neutral Size strategy is the 

only strategy with statistically significant factor loadings against the Global market 

portfolios including and excluding the U.S. This could be interpreted in line with Fama 

and French (2008), according to whom the performance of size is based on microcap 

stocks, i.e. stocks with very small market capitalisations. The average market 

capitalisation of the underlying stocks in December 2018 was about USD 294mln. For 

comparison, the average market capitalisation of the worldwide stocks is with roughly 

USD 1.56bn7 over five times larger than in our Frontier Markets sample.  

Furthermore, the performance of the size strategy can also be explained by the low interest 

rate environment following the financial crisis, of 2008/09, as Jensen et al. (1997) found  

that the size effect in the U.S. is even more pronounced during low interest rates. The 

reason being cheaper financing costs for smaller companies, resulting in e.g. superior 

profitability. This effect is even stronger for emerging markets, according to Jensen et al. 

                                                           

 
7 Data derived from the World Bank Database (https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/CM.MKT.LCAP.CD) 
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(1997), which consequently should also apply to frontier markets. Further Jensen et al. 

(1997) finds this also applies to the value factor. 

The predominant presence of small stocks may have also caused the Momentum factor to 

underperform or at least not statistically outperform. Israel and Moskowitz (2013) also 

found evidence in their analysis of U.S. stocks, that the Momentum factor is equal through 

all stock sizes and hence does not get stronger with small stocks. Therefore, the weak 

Momentum found in this analysis may have also resulted from the pre-eminence of small 

stocks, which does not seem to be in line with the robustness test, since for the own 

composed Frontier market long-only Fama-French-Carhart factors in case of the size 

portfolio, both factor loadings and intercepts are statistically significant at a 1% level. 

Also, among all size strategy related regressions including all three regions, the one in the 

robustness test (5.4.2) using Frontier Market long factors had the highest adjusted R².  

 

Interestingly, while the dollar-neutral Size strategy has a statistically significant factor 

loading against the market portfolio including and excluding the U.S. at the 1% level, 

there is no statistical significance against the Frontier Market sample’s market portfolio, 

being the MSCI. As included in the robustness test (compare Table 15), changing the 

MSCI’s performance against a value-weighted portfolio every period, the market 

portfolio factor loading becomes statistically significant at the 10% level. The Long 

portfolios, against long-short factors, are for both, the value-weighted and the MSCI 

Frontier as market portfolio, significant at the 1% level. By regressing the long portfolios 

against the long-only factors (Small, High and Winners) and the market portfolios from 

chapter 5.3, respectively for the Frontier markets the value-weighted, only Global Fama-

French-Carhart factors excluding the U.S. indicate significance at the 10% level. Neither, 

long-only Global including U.S. factors (Table 18), nor Frontier Fama-French-Carhart 

factors (Table 19) are statistically significant against their market portfolio. For a potential 

reason, we ought to revert back to the performance of micro-cap stocks, as the new market 

portfolio does indeed include even these stocks, while we do not know anything about 

the micro-cap composition of the MSCI. The factor loadings of the Small factor with the 

U.S. against the long-only strategies visualises the exposure, with the loadings being 

greater than 1 and statistically significant at the 1% level. Ultimately, there is a size effect 

present in Frontier Markets, which is not captured by the Frontier Fama-French-Carhart 
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four-factor model, similar to the findings of de Moor and Secu (2013), which further 

could not explain the size effect by including several other risk-related factors.  

 

On the regional level, the same picture persists as mentioned in the previous subchapters, 

that the explanatory power of the Frontier Fama-French-Carhart factors is the highest in 

Asia. Yet in Asia, the intercepts of both the dollar-neutral and long-only Size strategy are 

statistically significant at the 1% level. Indicating that there is a size-effect present in 

Asian frontier markets, which is exploiting inefficiencies in these markets based on the 

constructed Frontier Fama-French-Carhart four-factor model.  

6.1.4 Combined 

The cross-section of Value and Momentum, referring to Asness et al. (2013), can exploit 

liquidity risks within several markets. Momentum strategies are vulnerable to liquidity 

shocks, as investors which have piled into momentum stocks are now quickly 

withdrawing their funds, while Value stocks are not particularly affected by market 

liquidity constraints. However, our findings do not support the findings of Israel and 

Moskowitz (2013), that the Momentum premium is higher than the premium for Value 

either in a long-short (similar to our dollar-neutral strategy) or in a long-only strategy. In 

terms of liquidity and market integration, Batten and Vo (2014) argued that upon a lack 

of global market integration in emerging markets, liquidity is perceived not to be a vital 

risk factor, as the primary reason for investing in emerging markets is the purpose of 

diversification, which is achieved through the lack of market integration. As presumably 

the market integration of Frontier Markets is even weaker, as indicated by the barely 

significant Global Fama-French-Carhart factors including and excluding the U.S. against 

the dollar-neutral strategies. Despite the higher explanatory power of the Frontier Market 

factors, the intercepts (neglecting the not significant Momentum intercept and prefixes) 

are for the dollar-neutral Value strategy about 28% larger, for the Size strategy about 

twice as large and for the Combined portfolio about 40% larger than the intercepts against 

the global Fama-French-Carhart factors including and excluding the U.S.  

The in general lower performance of the combined portfolio in comparison to the dollar-

neutral and long-only strategies of Size and Value on their own can be explained through 

the inclusion of Momentum in the Combined portfolio. As Momentum did perform very 

poorly in comparison to the other strategies, it certainly dragged the value-weighted 
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Combined portfolio down. Nonetheless, due to Momentum’s low and even negative 

correlation with Value and Size (see table 4 and 5), the factor loadings against the market 

portfolios of the Fama-French-Carhart factors have been very low, and also very low 

against all the other Fama-French-Carhart factors. As Jensen et al. (1997) have pointed 

out that value stocks and stocks with small market capitalisations benefit from low interest 

rate environments, the correlation between Value and Size is moderate for the dollar-

neutral strategies and indeed strong for the long-only strategies, would imply that the 

Combined portfolio is truly geared towards exploiting this effect. Of course, having two-

thirds of the portfolio that are vulnerable to interest rate shocks could present an entirely 

new risk. 

 

Ultimately, the Combined dollar-neutral portfolios have outperformed all factor 

portfolios, by an average of 0.53% over the three Fama-French-Carhart factors on a 

monthly basis. However, the factor loadings of the Global long-short Fama-French-

Carhart portfolios were only significant for the market portfolio (including the U.S.) at 

the 10% level. Therefore, the Global Fama-French-Carhart factors appear not to properly 

explain the returns of the Combined dollar-neutral portfolio (table 13). The Frontier 

factors are doing a far superior job. All factor loadings, except the market portfolio, are 

statistically significant at the 1% level. When considering substituting the market 

portfolio with a value-weighted portfolio of excess returns through the cross-section of 

our sample, the results remain the same with the new market portfolio actually being not 

significant (table 15). However, the intercept of the Combined portfolio (also for the 

robustness test) is statistically significant, indicating that the explanatory power may not 

be as high as thought. A different picture reigns concerning the Combined long-only 

strategy against the long-short Global Fama-French-Carhart factors. Here the global 

factors appear to explain the returns in a far superior way, with every factor loading but 

the WML being statistically significant (table 10 and 12). Additionally, no intercept is 

statistically significant. Hence the long-short global factors are somewhat explaining the 

returns of the Combined long-only portfolio. Yet for the Frontier long-short factors, the 

result is rather similar to the dollar-neutral strategy. The factor loadings except for the 

MSCI market portfolio are all statistically significant, but the intercept is also. Lastly 

when considering the robustness test conducted with the long Fama-French-Carhart 

factors for the long-only strategy (table 17-19), the results appear a bit mixed, as the 
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intercepts for the Global Fama-French-Carhart factors are statistically insignificant, yet 

the factors differ when incorporating the U.S. Upon leaving the U.S. out, the explanatory 

power appears to be higher, while with the U.S. the market portfolio, as well as the 

Winner (WML) factor, is now insignificant, but the Small factor becomes significant. Of 

course, for the frontier long factors, the factor loadings are all statistically significant at 

the 1% level, but the intercept (also statistically significant), is several times greater than 

with the Global long factors. Hence, the explanatory power is by far the largest, yet still, 

there is a very large intercept.  

 

While the Frontier Fama-French-Carhart factors appeared to explain the excess returns of 

dollar-neutral and long-only Momentum, Size and Value in the Asia region best, the 

Frontier Fama-French-Carhart factors appear to not work particularly well against the 

Combined portfolios of the above-mentioned strategies within the respective regions. 

Still, Asia does stick out as two factor loadings against the dollar-neutral and long-only 

Combined portfolios respectively are statistically significant at the 1% level, while with 

the exception of the EUME dollar-neutral Combined portfolio, only one if at all, factor 

loading is statistically significant. Moreover, no intercept is statistically significant, but 

for the dollar-neutral Combined portfolio in Africa (at the 5% level). Still, as no factor 

loading against the dollar-neutral Combined portfolio is statistically significant, whilst 

the adjusted R2 is even negative. The outcome is strikingly similar to the result of the 

dollar-neutral frontier Combined portfolio against the Global Fama-French-Carhart 

factors excluding the U.S. (see chapter 5.3.1). Ultimately it appears as if the Frontier 

Fama-French-Carhart factors are not suitable to explain the Combined portfolio returns 

in the three regions of this analysis.  

6.2 Implications 

Perhaps the nature of the dollar-neutral strategy, having low overall factor loadings across 

all conducted regressions, indicate that a Fama-French-Carhart four-factor model is not 

suited to explain dollar-neutral returns. This is underlined by the constantly statistically 

significant intercepts of the strategies on their own (with the exception of Momentum) 

and in combination for the Combined portfolio (see tables 9, 11, 13, and 15). According 

to Asness et al. (2013), beta-neutrality may be the expected result of a dollar-neutral 

strategy. Therefore, when considering the level of integration into global markets, the 
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long-only strategy would be a better indicator, as for the dollar-neutral strategy the factor 

loadings are by default very low and even negative, raising difficulties in interpreting 

them. This may arise through the constantly negative and statistically significant factor 

loadings of the short-only strategies (see appendix). The observation of low factor 

loadings for the dollar-neutral strategies does also hold true on the regional level (see 

chapter 5.4.3). As has been noted above, Chen et al. (2014) conclude that U.S. stock 

market returns have a Granger causality relationship with frontier markets. Although we 

did not perform a vector-autoregression analysis, our results indicate somewhat mixed 

results. When focussing on the long-only strategies in chapter 5.3 against the long-short 

Global Fama-French-Carhart factors, comparing the change in factor loadings after 

including the U.S. into the Global Fama-French-Carhart factors, one ought to observe that 

the factor loadings with the market portfolio actually decreased. Indicating that a change 

in the global market portfolio including the U.S. has a smaller impact on the expected 

return in frontier markets than a change in the global market portfolio excluding the U.S. 

would. Avowedly, the decrease is quite small. Of course, the fundamental country data 

underlying Chen et al.’s (2014) conclusion is different from ours. As we did not include 

countries from Latin America and small Euro-area countries, while they were included 

by Chen et al. (2014). It is feasible to presume that upon integrating these countries into 

our analysis, the explanatory power of the long-short Global Fama-French-Carhart factors 

including the U.S. would perhaps be greater. Still, as the results of the Global Fama-

French-Carhart factors including the U.S. are statistically significant against the long-

only strategies, the U.S. does have, as Chen et al. (2014) stated influence on Frontier 

Markets equity returns. Nonetheless, the robustness test in chapter 5.4.2 has furthermore 

shown, that the market portfolio of the long Global Fama-French-Carhart factors with the 

U.S. is not statistically significant against any long-only strategy. This could be 

interpreted as a contradiction to Chen et al (2014). 

 

The large and statistically significant intercepts of the dollar-neutral Value and Size 

strategies on their own, as well as the Combined portfolio, cannot be explained by neither 

a global nor Frontier Fama-French-Carhart four-factor model (see tables 9, 11, 13, 15). 

Still according to Fama and French (2008) these, from their perspective, anomalies are 

not to be interpreted towards market inefficiencies. For them, the valuation equation can 

explain variations in expected returns by controlling for proxies of expected net cash 
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flows, and therefore explain if these anomalies arise through inefficiencies or through a 

risk-factor. Additionally, Fama (1998) argues an anomaly may also indicate a bad model 

since a change in the valuation model often causes the anomaly to disappear. And 

eventually, all Fama-French-Carhart factor models are only approximations (Fama and 

French, 2012). 

Since for the long-only strategies (compare chapter 5.3) against the Global long-short 

Fama-French-Carhart factors including and excluding the U.S. the intercepts are not 

statistically significant with the exception of the Value strategy at the 5% level (table 10 

and 12), the long-short Global Fama-French-Carhart factors could be interpreted towards 

explaining the returns of the long-only strategy rather well. Yet comparing the results 

with the long Global Fama-French-Carhart factors, the explanatory power could be 

perceived to be similar, thus far the lower statistically significance and the less abundant 

presence of these significances indicate, that Global long Fama-French-Carhart factors 

explain the returns of the long-only strategies in a slightly inferior way than the long-

short factors. 

The opposite seems to be the case with the Frontier Markets Fama-French-Carhart factors. 

For the long-only strategies (compare table 14) the intercepts are not only statistically 

significant at the 1% level but also at least twice as large as the insignificant intercepts 

against the Global Fama-French-Carhart factors (table 10 and 12). Similar results 

originate from the dollar-neutral strategy, where the intercepts against the Frontier Fama-

French-Carhart factors are a few times larger than against the Global factors (see tables 

9, 11, 13). Of course, the intercepts have all been statistically significant, also against the 

long-short Global factors. Also, the factor loadings of the long-short Global factors 

including the U.S. against the long-only strategies are on average higher than the factors 

excluding the U.S. and for Frontier Markets. Still, the factor loadings of the long-short 

Frontier Markets Fama-French-Carhart factors show more statistical significance than the 

loadings of the Global factors (see tables 10, 12, 14). The picture is not as perceivably 

clear for the robustness results of the long Global Fama-French-Carhart factors (see tables 

17, 18). As was mentioned above, the factor loadings of the market portfolio are upon 

including the U.S. not statistically significant anymore. Still the long-only Value’s 

intercept is still statistically significant at the same level as with the long-short factors 

including the U.S. Furthermore, the market portfolio factor loadings for the global factors 

excluding the U.S. (table 17) are negative and twice as large in absolute terms than the 
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loadings against the long-short Global Fama-French-Carhart factors. In addition, all long-

only strategies’ intercepts (not even Value) are statistically significant anymore. The 

robustness test results are more heterogeneous in terms of factor loadings, statistical 

significance and prefixes than the long-short global factors. 

 

The higher and statistically significant intercepts of the dollar-neutral and long-only 

strategies respectively indicate that the proprietarily constructed long-short Fama-French-

Carhart factors for frontier markets are perhaps not as suitable as the adjusted R2 measures 

would make one belief (tables 13, 14). The inclusion of a robustness test with a new 

market portfolio shows, that the intercepts still remain statistically significant and are only 

slightly lower, while the factor loadings of the new market portfolio are only statistically 

significant against the long-only strategy (table 16). The higher intercepts, in general, 

could be interpreted in a way that perhaps there is a certain factor missing which adjusts 

for e.g. certain macroeconomic or even political risk factors in Frontier Markets. But for 

the long Frontier factors (see table 19), the adjusted R2 measures are on average the 

highest of all asset pricing tests. Still, the intercepts are all statistically significant (except 

for Momentum). In addition, all factor loadings (although not Size against the value-

weighted market portfolio) are statistically significant. Therefore, the conclusion remains 

unaltered, that a specific factor might be missing to properly explain the returns.  

 

The chosen break points for creating the Fama-French-Carhart portfolio could also be 

altered, adjusting for the dominating proportion of small stocks already present in the 

sample. Or the market structure of Frontier Markets is still not as developed, hence the 

Fama-French-Carhart approach seems not to work. Or put in a different way, our results 

indicate that a Fama-French-Carhart four-factor model applied to Frontier Markets cannot 

properly explain excess returns. Yet, when focussing purely on a long-only strategy, long-

short Global Fama-French-Carhart factors including and excluding the U.S. appear to 

explain excess returns. The robustness test in 5.4.2 delivers similar results for long Global 

Fama-French-Carhart factors. However, the factor loadings of the long-short/long Global 

factors do not indicate that the model is particularly more suitable than the Frontier 

Markets Fama-French-Carhart model. Specifically concerning the WML factor, which 

factor loadings are only statistically significant against the dollar-neutral and long-only 

Value strategy, while also once for the dollar-neutral Momentum strategy. The SMB and 
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HML factors for the long-short Global Fama-French-Carhart factors show only constant 

statistical significance against the long-only strategy. Against dollar-neutral SMB and 

HML are never statistically significant (see table 9 and 11). Considering the Momentum 

factor as a surrogate estimator for explaining current returns with historical returns, i.e. 

as a supporter for the EMH, the insignificant alpha in the momentum strategies, in both 

dollar-neutral as well as long-only strategies, does allow to conclude frontier markets 

follow a random walk and hence are efficient in a weak form. Our robustness analysis in 

5.4.2 has shown, that long-only Momentum strategies are not statistically significant 

against long Frontier Markets Fama-French-Carhart factors, which are more suitable for 

this strategy than long-short factors. Therefore, we cannot reject the weak EMH. 

With regard to the significant intercepts for size and value, to reach a conclusion, 

supporting the EMH, further analysis would be needed, since these factors are not 

representing historical performance, but may be considered as event study estimators, 

focussing on the semi-strong form of EMH. However, if one would assume the CAPM to 

be the only valid asset pricing model, the above-shown results would indeed support the 

rejection of weak form efficiencies, i.e. markets could be described as inefficient 

(compare Malkiel, 2003). As in this thesis, the Fama-French-Carhart four-factor model is 

applied, the acceptance of CAPM as single and only valid pricing model may not be the 

case. 

 

Girard and Sinha (2008) for example concluded from their analysis of Frontier Markets, 

that return driving factors are similar to developed markets, yet they are behaving 

differently. E.g. small and value stocks are less risky than in developed markets, causing 

inverse coefficients. Referring to table 12 and 14, the factor loadings of the Frontier 

Markets Fama-French-Carhart factors against the long-only strategies for SMB and HML 

are not inverse, but noticeably lower than for the Global Fama-French-Carhart factors 

including the U.S. Furthermore, according to Girard and Sinha (2008) fundamentals are 

barely priced into their Frontier Market sample, while political as well as economic 

factors present in the respective Frontier Market have the highest impact on risk-

premiums. As it is hard for stock prices to reflect these risks, inefficiencies may occur. 

 

It is also visible from the tables 9 to 14 that the prefixes of the factor loadings of the 

strategies across the different Fama-French-Carhart factor portfolios are the same. The 
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only exceptions are the dollar-neutral Combined portfolio against the global Momentum 

factor including the U.S. and the long-only Combined portfolio against the Frontier 

Market Momentum factor. Besides the prefixes, the factor loadings itself are furthermore 

indeed very similar. This could be interpreted that the implied level of global integration 

is larger than anticipated, or that the factors have a very similar influence on the strategy’s 

returns. The argument of higher integration may be backed by considering the 

significance of the factor loading for Mkt-rf in combination with an analysis, which has 

been conducted by Millunovich and Minović (2014), who used their beta-loadings8 as an 

approximation for market integration. Considering both, the significance but also the size 

of the loadings, the results admittedly do indicate market integration but not on a high 

level. As the global financial crisis of 2008/09 is included in the time-series in this 

analysis, the influence of the market turbulence of that time will have certainly had their 

mark on frontier markets returns. This assumption is in line with Samarakoon (2011) who 

concludes that during crisis time there is no diversification in Frontier Markets, in 

particular from shocks originated in the U.S., and had a more adverse effect than on 

emerging markets. From the correlation analysis of the dollar-neutral and long-only 

strategies against the MSCI World Index in table 4 and 5 respectively, it is visible while 

there is a moderately strong correlation between the MSCI Frontier and World Index. 

However, the correlation between the MSCI World Index and the dollar-neutral strategies 

are very low and even negative, while the long-only strategies share a moderately low 

positive correlation with the MSCI World Index. Nevertheless, the robustness test with 

long Global Fama-French-Carhart factors has shown that the results are more 

heterogeneous. The factor loadings of the long global factor market portfolio excluding 

the U.S. are all negative against the long-only strategies, while the long global factor 

market portfolio with the U.S. are not statistically significant at all. Consequently, the 

assumption of market integration should be challenged (compare table 12 with 18). Still, 

using a factor loading as an integration estimator, is a poor indicator, hence further 

research is required to analyse the equity market integration properly.  

 

                                                           

 
8 The loadings have been retrieved from a regression against a global market index, hence we only take our 

mkt-rf loading for the global with and without U.S. into account, for this comparison 

https://www.tandfonline.com/author/Minovi%C4%87%2C+Jelena
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As the dollar-neutral and long-only strategy portfolios alike are being rebalanced every 

month, the fact that Frontier Markets face liquidity constraints, it may occur in accordance 

with Sadka (2006) that the significance of the strategies’ intercepts is reduced. This may 

result that the proof of market inefficiencies may be rejected, as e.g. the liquidity premium 

the Value and Momentum strategy exploit (Asness et al., 2013), is practically not 

exploitable. Additionally, if assuming transaction costs, which have been neglected in 

this analysis, accrue with every trade, it would further reduce the presence of a strategy’s 

superior return (compare Odean, 1999).  

Further effects on market efficiency in frontier markets may arise through its relatively 

low level of liquidity. Marshall et al. (2013), for example, measured liquidity with the 

quoted spreads of stocks in 19 frontier markets, showing a more than doubled spread 

compared to developed and emerging markets. However, there are huge differences 

between individual countries. Also, Ma et al. (2018), found the influences of liquidity 

through unanticipated changes in volatility do affect stock prices. Reconsidering Chung 

and Hradzil (2010), who found stock returns become more difficult to explain, the higher 

the liquidity is, allows drawing a line between liquidity and the random walk hypothesis. 

I.e. with increasing liquidity, markets are more likely to follow a random walk, thus show 

market efficiencies, than with lower liquidity.  

 

It has been noted by Ben Rejeb and Boughrara (2013) among others that equities in 

emerging stock markets are marred by low information disclosure, low trading volumes 

as well as inadequate accounting standards, which results in weakly efficient markets. A 

finding that should hold even further true in Frontier Markets. Although, Sohel Azad et 

al. (2014) concluded that frontier markets in South Asia cannot be weakly efficient, as 

so-called “pump-and-dump”- strategies (forcing other market participants to join a buying 

spree and then leave the positions upon reaching a certain threshold) seemed to 

consistently work, the results of this thesis are not affected, since the applied model is 

different with regard to the observed and analysed factor(s). 

 

The robustness test in chapter 5.4.3 concerning the applicability of Frontier Fama-French-

Carhart factors in the frontier markets sample used throughout this paper, has shown that 

the Frontier Fama-French-Carhart factors have some explanatory power in Asia. This 

should not come as a surprise since the Frontier Fama-French-Carhart factors are based 
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on a sample which is dominated by Asian frontier countries (see figure 1). Still, the 

applicability is limited, as the significance of the factor loadings is varying throughout 

the factors. The Frontier Fama-French-Carhart factors seem more suitable to describe the 

returns based on the entire frontier markets sample (although the intercepts indicate 

towards a missing risk gauge), than the countries making up the Fama-French-Carhart 

factors itself.  

Despite the Asian dollar-neutral Momentum intercept being statistically significant, it 

indicates an underperformance, which did not exploit a certain inefficiency, which could 

eventually lead towards rejecting the weak EMH. Although this possibility only reflects 

a theoretical opportunity, since no rational investor would step into a strategy that 

underperforms against the market. Therefore, we do not see the Asian dollar-neutral 

Momentum strategy as an indicator to reject the weak EMH. Hence our results do not 

support the findings of Sohel Azad et al. (2014), which concluded that Asian frontier 

markets are not weakly efficient. As only the dollar-neutral and long-only Size strategy 

statistically outperformed the Frontier factors, the applicability of the applied strategies 

presumably does depend upon a large sample size. Additionally, as mentioned numerous 

times throughout this paper, by having the prices translated into USD and considering the 

stereotypical currency volatility of frontier markets against the USD, the exchange rate 

has certainly dampened the analysed returns. Therefore, the ability to discover market 

inefficiencies within these markets is presumably limited since the returns are not based 

on the actual prices in local currencies. Still, the market conditions have also worsened 

during the analysed time period, as the dollar-neutral returns (including the short-

position) have outperformed long-only returns in Africa and the EUME region (see tables 

20, 21, 24, 25).  

As the explanatory power of the Frontier Fama-French-Carhart factors (referring to 

statistically significant factor loadings) is higher for the EUME region than for Africa, 

although the latter constitutes twice as many stocks to our sample size, it could indicate 

that African equity markets are less developed than equity markets in the EUME frontier 

market region. Of course, the small sample size is limiting the foundation for this 

interpretation. Indeed, entirely different factors could be more suitable for the respective 

regions, or as Fama and French (2012) have noted, applying the factors on a country or 

regional basis instead of “global” frontier sample factors. 
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7. Conclusion 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

This section includes our concluding remarks, answering the research questions as well 

as providing an outlook into possible prospective fields for further research.  

______________________________________________________________________ 

To our knowledge the approach of using frontier market specific Fama-French-Carhart 

four-factor models to describe the returns in frontier markets, although on a global scale, 

has not been conducted to this date. The analysis of our constructed Fama-French-Carhart 

factors for frontier markets signifies a small contribution to the academic literature. 

Concerning the research questions uttered in chapter 1.3, our results show that there are 

dollar-neutral as well as long-only Size and Value returns in broad frontier markets. The 

returns for long-only are substantially larger than dollar-neutral returns, yet 

predominantly due to the weaker short-only returns included in the dollar-neutral strategy. 

The returns for Momentum are weak at best and have proven not to be statistically 

significant neither against a CAPM nor against a Fama-French-Carhart four-factor model. 

The robustness test for the applicability of the constructed Frontier Fama-French-Carhart 

factors against regional (Africa, Asia and EUME) returns has shown that in Asia the 

dollar-neutral Momentum strategy’s intercept is statistically significant yet 

underperformed the factors. I.e. not generating positive alpha, which indicates towards 

inefficiencies. As neither dollar-neutral not long-only Momentum strategies’ returns on 

broad as well as on a regional scale were statistically significant, we can, therefore, not 

reject the random walk hypothesis in combination with the weak efficient market 

hypothesis for the long frontier factors. The findings are not in line with literature about 

market efficiency in Frontier Markets due to the effectiveness of boiler room schemes in 

e.g. Asia (Sohel Azad et al, 2014). As all prices are converted into USD, the actual returns, 

which built the foundation for the Momentum strategy could be different, which may 

result in a different conclusion. The Combined portfolio (equally weighting all strategies) 

for the dollar-neutral strategy also consistently beat every asset pricing test, while long-

only’s intercept was only statistically significant against the Frontier Markets Fama-

French-Carhart factors. Furthermore, our findings indicate, that the four-factor model 

constructed on the methodology by Fama and French, cannot explain returns based on 

long-only and dollar-neutral strategies of Size, Value and a Combined portfolio in the 

broad Frontier Markets sample (also holds true for Size in Asian frontier markets). 
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Despite the intercept’s statistical significance, we cannot reject other efficient market 

hypotheses, as event studies would be required to do so.  

 

In terms of which Fama-French-Carhart factor models described the returns best, the 

results are quite ambiguous. While against the dollar-neutral and the long-only strategy 

the factor loadings of the Frontier Fama-French-Carhart factors were considerably more 

often statistically significant, the intercepts were severely larger than against the other 

Global Fama-French-Carhart factors. This would indicate towards a missing factor in the 

model. On the other hand, the long-short and long Global Fama-French-Carhart factors 

including the U.S. and excluding the U.S. seemed to explain the returns of the long-only 

strategy quite well, as only the Value strategies intercept is statistically significant. Still, 

the long-short and long Frontier Fama-French-Carhart factors showed more statistically 

significant factors, solely indicating towards a missing fifth factor. Overall the Fama-

French-Carhart factors had tremendous difficulties explaining the dollar-neutral strategies 

returns, point out that this strategy is exploiting some inefficiencies. Besides, the factor 

loadings of this strategy against Global Fama-French-Carhart factors have been very low 

and even negative, pointing out the diversification opportunity that has been touched upon 

in the literature. Still, by applying the Frontier Fama-French-Carhart factors to regional 

Size, Value and Momentum strategies, the explanatory power against Asian returns is 

similar to the results against the returns of all frontier markets, with a value-weighted 

market portfolio. However, as Asian stocks constitute more than two-thirds of the overall 

stock sample, the results ought not to be too surprising. However, the explanatory power 

is limited in all regions, indicating that more refined factors are required to explain returns 

within the regional markets. 

 

As the scope of our thesis only allowed us to briefly touch upon the above-mentioned 

results, it would be interesting to discover why the Momentum strategy’s returns were so 

weak as well as their intercepts statistically insignificant during the asset pricing analysis 

(except robustness test in 5.4.3 for Asia). Perhaps more local, on a country-basis created 

Fama-French-Carhart factors can explain the other strategies’ returns even better than the 

currently applied factors. This would also aid in evaluating how well the broad Frontier 

factors describe the returns in the Africa, Asia and EUME region. Furthermore, to 

research the specific drivers of Size and Value returns in frontier markets and which exact 
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role, developed or global markets play for these returns. Additionally, one ought to 

consider looking into the exact size effect within the Momentum and Value strategy. 

Besides, the often stressed role of market liquidity in terms of asset pricing in developed 

markets can also be applied to frontier markets. Still, a more rigorous definition and 

analysis of liquidity in the respective markets would be required.  

 

Regarding potential policy implications, we assume that further equity market integration, 

achieved through market liberalisation in the analysed markets would aid the explanatory 

power of the Frontier Fama-French-Carhart factors, as well as the Global Fama-French-

Carhart factors. Liberalisation and the introduction of financial markets regulations in line 

with developed countries would additionally assist the frontier countries to attract 

international investors, which in turn could also stabilise exchange rate fluctuations.  
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Appendix  

Appendix I Summary Statistics Dollar-Neutral Portfolios 

 Size Value Momentum Combined 

Mean 0.0040307 0.0078446 0.0012825 0.0043859 

Median 0.0032159 0.0060300 0.0028030 0.0026906 

Minimum -0.10358 -0.045467 -0.14352 -0.038615 

Maximum 0.12251 0.090880 0.10466 0.067405 

Standard Deviation 0.029186 0.022434 0.037552 0.015769 

C.V. 7.2410 2.8598 29.280 3.5955 

Skewness 0.36873 0.69182 -0.44896 0.61829 

Ex. Kurtosis 2.9253 1.6001 1.7987 1.7393 

5% Perc. -0.037727 -0.028351 -0.070966 -0.017382 

95% Perc.  0.046548 0.047445 0.056524 0.030919 

IQ Range 0.028851 0.023291 0.038025 0.018828 

Missing obs. 0 0 0 0 

Summary Statistics, using the observations 2002:06 - 2018:12 (199 valid observations) 

 

Appendix II Summary Statistics Long-Only Portfolios 

 Size Value Momentum Combined 

Mean 0.0069026 0.010911 0.0044927 0.0074355 

Median 0.0059150 0.012272 0.0030218 0.0064118 

Minimum -0.18931 -0.20199 -0.33027 -0.17696 

Maximum 0.22120 0.20492 0.18468 0.19154 

Standard Deviation 0.058498 0.051441 0.056303 0.047905 

C.V. 8.4747 4.7145 12.532 6.4428 

Skewness 0.13219 0.017254 -0.80943 -0.057244 

Ex. Kurtosis 1.3449 2.0927 6.2518 2.1273 

5% Perc. -0.088776 -0.074559 -0.078383 -0.071801 

95% Perc.  0.10395 0.095169 0.10055 0.077424 

IQ Range 0.068600 0.061652 0.060537 0.055539 

Missing obs. 0 0 0 0 

Summary Statistics, using the observations 2002:06 - 2018:12 (199 valid observations) 
 

Appendix III, Summary Statistics Short-Only Portfolios 

 Size Value Momentum Combined 

Mean 0.0011587 0.0047781 -0.0019277 0.0013364 

Median -0.0037096 0.00040550 -0.0058995 -0.00063953 

Minimum -0.13964 -0.091676 -0.34036 -0.16772 

Maximum 0.26254 0.20561 0.30342 0.24097 

Standard Deviation 0.046176 0.042868 0.071018 0.045038 

C.V. 39.853 8.9717 36.841 33.702 

Skewness 1.7750 1.1254 0.061364 1.1145 

Ex. Kurtosis 8.3151 3.7739 4.1998 5.6239 

5% Perc. -0.063873 -0.057919 -0.095295 -0.056939 

95% Perc.  0.078420 0.074097 0.11217 0.076950 

IQ Range 0.040267 0.046367 0.077515 0.043989 

Missing obs. 0 0 0 0 

Summary Statistics, using the observations 2002:06 - 2018:12 (199 valid observations) 
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Summary Statistics Fama-French Factors 

Appendix IV, Summary Statistics Fama-French Global Factors excluding U.S. 

 Mkt-rf SMB HML WML 

Mean 0.005357 0.01284 0.0025804 0.0062608 

Median 0.0077 0.018 0.0021 0.0096 

Minimum -0.2113 -0.56 -0.045 -0.2257 

Maximum 0.1369 0.462 0.0507 0.0884 

Standard Deviation 0.047272 0.17612 0.015943 0.032663 

C.V. 8.8247 13.712 6.1784 5.2171 

Skewness -0.74639 -0.1287 0.050661 -1.9074 

Ex. Kurtosis 2.2534 0.26106 0.2247 12.525 

5% Perc. -0.0888 -0.276 -0.0245 -0.0429 

95% Perc.  0.0702 0.296 0.0299 0.054 

IQ Range 0.0524 0.238 0.0183 0.0334 

Missing obs. 0 0 0 0 

Summary Statistics, using the observations 2002:06 - 2018:12 (199 valid observations) 

 

Appendix V Summary Statistics Fama-French Global Factors including U.S. 

 Mkt-rf SMB HML WML 

Mean 0.0057221 0.00099497 0.0010935 0.0039523 

Median 0.0113 -0.0002 0.0017 0.0059 

Minimum -0.1952 -0.0504 -0.0461 -0.2425 

Maximum 0.1142 0.0381 0.047 0.0935 

Standard Deviation 0.04337 0.015399 0.016468 0.034851 

C.V. 7.5793 15.477 15.06 8.818 

Skewness -0.82769 -0.14908 -0.061389 -2.0088 

Ex. Kurtosis 2.2904 -0.037064 0.38952 12.467 

5% Perc. -0.0819 -0.0256 -0.0267 -0.0448 

95% Perc.  0.0728 0.0259 0.0278 0.0491 

IQ Range 0.0452 0.0209 0.0207 0.0347 

Missing obs. 0 0 0 0 

Summary Statistics, using the observations 2002:06 - 2018:12 (199 valid observations) 

 

Appendix VI, Summary Statistics own Fama-French Frontier Market Factors  

 Mkt-rf SMB HML WML 

Mean 0.001427 -0.01149 -0.02597 0.011391 

Median 0.0084344 -0.00869 -0.02137 0.007135 

Minimum -0.28685 -0.27264 -0.4757 -0.30253 

Maximum 0.16584 0.29303 0.25141 0.84141 

Standard Deviation 0.052548 0.07022 0.084106 0.10096 

C.V. 36.824 6.1092 3.239 8.8631 

Skewness -1.0472 0.29074 -0.8647 2.7341 

Ex. Kurtosis 5.2972 3.283 5.0805 23.668 

5% Perc. -0.075465 -0.13032 -0.15358 -0.12921 

95% Perc.  0.070826 0.090955 0.093267 0.14098 

IQ Range 0.055132 0.074451 0.074083 0.074283 

Missing obs. 0 0 0 0 

Summary Statistics, using the observations 2002:06 - 2018:12 (199 valid observations) 
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Appendix VII Alpha against MSCI Frontier Market Index (excess return) Momentum 

 Coefficient Std. Error t-ratio p-value 

Dollar Neutral     

const 0.001469 0.002625 0.5598 0.5763 

MSCI −0.130854 0.050054 −2.614 0.0096*** 

     

Long Only     

Const 0.003906 0.003696 1.057 0.2919 

MSCI 0.411427 0.070485 5.837 <0.0001 *** 

     

Short Only     

Const −0.000967101 0.004378 -0.2209 0.8254 

MSCI −0.673135 0.083495 -8.062 <0.0001 *** 

OLS, using observations 2002:06-2018:12 (T = 199) 

 

Appendix VIII Alpha against MSCI Frontier Market Index (excess return) Value 

 Coefficient Std. Error t-ratio p-value 

Dollar Neutral     

const 0.007735 0.001569 4.93 <0.0001*** 

MSCI 0.076491 0.029924 2.556 0.0113 ** 

     

Long Only     

Const 0.010081 0.002942 3.427 0.0007 *** 

MSCI 0.581523 0.056105 10.36 <0.0001 *** 

     

Short Only     

Const 0.00539 0.002593 2.078 0.0390 ** 

MSCI −0.428540 0.049456 −8.665 <0.0001 *** 

OLS, using observations 2002:06-2018:12 (T = 199) 

 

Appendix IX Alpha against MSCI Frontier Market Index (excess return) Size 

 Coefficient Std. Error t-ratio p-value 

Dollar Neutral     

const 0.004154 0.00205 2.026 0.0441** 

MSCI −0.0861549 0.039093 −2.204 0.0287 ** 

     

Long Only     

Const 0.006208 0.003741 1.66 0.0986 * 

MSCI 0.486472 0.071339 6.819 <0.0001 *** 

     

Short Only     

Const 0.002099 0.002173 0.966 0.3352 

MSCI −0.658782 0.041433 −15.90 <0.0001*** 

OLS, using observations 2002:06-2018:12 (T = 199) 

 

Appendix X Alpha against MSCI Frontier Market Index (excess return) Combined 

 Coefficient Std. Error t-ratio p-value 

Dollar Neutral     

const 0.004453 0.001107 4.021 <0.0001*** 
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MSCI −0.0468393 0.021119 −2.218 0.0277 ** 

     

Long Only     

Const 0.006732 0.002864 2.35 0.0198 ** 

MSCI 0.493141 0.054629 9.027 <0.0001 *** 

     

Short Only     

Const 0.002174 0.002334 0.9315 0.3528 

MSCI −0.586819 0.044506 −13.19 <0.0001*** 

OLS, using observations 2002:06-2018:12 (T = 199) 

 

Correlations 

Appendix XI Dollar-neutral portfolio Correlations * 

Momentum Value Size Combined MSCI  

1.0000 -0.4823 -0.1868 0.4498 -0.1831 Momentum 

 1.0000 0.5307 0.4188 0.1792 Value 

  1.0000 0.7203 -0.1551 Size 

   1.0000 -0.1561 Combined 

    1.0000 MSCI 

      

Appendix XII Long-only portfolio Correlations * 

Momentum Long Value Long Size Long Combined 

Long 

MSCI  

1.0000 0.5408 0.5057 0.7911 0.3840 Momentum 

Long 

 1.0000 0.8230 0.9048 0.5940 Value Long 

  1.0000 0.8997 0.4370 Size Long 

   1.0000 0.5409 Combined 

Long 

    1.0000 MSCI 

      

Appendix XIII Short-only portfolio Correlations * 

Momentum 

Short 

Value Short Size Short Combined 

Short 

MSCI  

1.0000 0.4535 0.5328 0.8516 -0.4981 Momentum 

Short 

 1.0000 0.7544 0.8134 -0.5253 Value Short 

  1.0000 0.8612 -0.7497 Size Short 

   1.0000 -0.6847 Combined 

Short 

    1.0000 MSCI 

 

*Correlation coefficients, using the observations 2002:06 - 2018:12 

5% critical value (two-tailed) = 0.1391 for n = 199 
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Asset Pricing – Regressions 

Appendix XIV Portfolios with Fama-French excluding U.S. Combined 

 Coefficient Std. Error t-ratio p-value 

Dollar Neutral     

const 0.00435046 0.00118352 3.676 0.0003 *** 

Mkt-rf −0.0388109 0.0256868 −1.511 0.1324 

SMB 0.00532722 0.00658223 0.8093 0.4193 

HML 0.0548099 0.0726334 0.7546 0.4514 

WML 0.00535179 0.0383858 0.1394 0.8893 

     

Long Only     

const 0.00348621 0.00314865 1.107 0.2696 

Mkt-rf 0.420864 0.0683376 6.159 <0.0001 *** 

SMB 0.0631300 0.0175115 3.605 0.0004 *** 

HML 0.502521 0.193235 2.601 0.0100 ** 

WML −0.0659312 0.102122 −0.6456 0.5193 

     

Short Only     

const 0.00521471 0.00277769 1.877 0.0620 * 

Mkt-rf −0.498486 0.0602863 −8.269 <0.0001 *** 

SMB −0.0524756 0.0154483 −3.397 0.0008 *** 

HML −0.392901 0.170469 −2.305 0.0222 ** 

WML 0.0766347 0.0900905 0.8506 0.3960 

OLS, using observations 2002:06-2018:12 (T = 199) 

 

Appendix XV Portfolios with Fama-French excluding U.S. Momentum 

 Coefficient Std. Error t-ratio p-value 

Dollar Neutral     

const −0.000406132 0.00275289 −0.1475 0.8829 

Mkt-rf −0.0255321 0.0597481 −0.4273 0.6696 

SMB −0.00490133 0.0153104 −0.3201 0.7492 

HML 0.0343756 0.168947 0.2035 0.8390 

WML 0.287451 0.0892863 3.219 0.0015 *** 

     

LongOnly     

Const −0.000959602 0.00388967 −0.2467 0.8054 

Mkt-rf 0.452929 0.0844204 5.365 <0.0001 *** 

SMB 0.0662439 0.0216327 3.062 0.0025 *** 

HML 0.430296 0.238711 1.803 0.0730 * 

WML 0.170087 0.126156 1.348 0.1792 

     

Short Only     

const 0.000147338 0.00478326 0.03080 0.9755 

Mkt-rf −0.503993 0.103815 −4.855 <0.0001 *** 

SMB −0.0760466 0.0266025 −2.859 0.0047 *** 

HML −0.361545 0.293552 −1.232 0.2196 

WML 0.404815 0.155138 2.609 0.0098 *** 

OLS, using observations 2002:06-2018:12 (T = 199) 
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Appendix XVI Portfolios with Fama-French excluding U.S. Value 

 Coefficient Std. Error t-ratio p-value 

Dollar Neutral     

const 0.00836586 0.00162014 5.164 <0.0001 *** 

Mkt-rf 0.0371721 0.0351631 1.057 0.2918 

SMB 0.0114250 0.00901053 1.268 0.2063 

HML 0.0897523 0.0994291 0.9027 0.3678 

WML −0.175494 0.0525470 −3.340 0.0010 *** 

     

Long Only     

const 0.00795543 0.00333107 2.388 0.0179 ** 

Mkt-rf 0.433839 0.0722968 6.001 <0.0001 *** 

SMB 0.0564963 0.0185260 3.050 0.0026 *** 

HML 0.518599 0.204430 2.537 0.0120 ** 

WML −0.228755 0.108039 −2.117 0.0355 ** 

     

Short Only     

const 0.00877629 0.00296841 2.957 0.0035 *** 

Mkt-rf −0.359495 0.0644257 −5.580 <0.0001 *** 

SMB −0.0336462 0.0165091 −2.038 0.0429 ** 

HML −0.339094 0.182174 −1.861 0.0642 * 

WML −0.122234 0.0962765 −1.270 0.2057 

OLS, using observations 2002:06-2018:12 (T = 199) 

 

Appendix XVII Portfolios with Fama-French excluding U.S. Size 

 Coefficient Std. Error t-ratio p-value 

Dollar Neutral     

const 0.00509165 0.00216682 2.350 0.0198 ** 

Mkt-rf −0.128073 0.0470281 −2.723 0.0071 *** 

SMB 0.00945796 0.0120509 0.7848 0.4335 

HML 0.0403017 0.132979 0.3031 0.7622 

WML −0.0959007 0.0702778 −1.365 0.1740 

     

Long Only     

const 0.00346281 0.00405625 0.8537 0.3943 

Mkt-rf 0.375824 0.0880358 4.269 <0.0001 *** 

SMB 0.0666499 0.0225591 2.954 0.0035 *** 

HML 0.558667 0.248935 2.244 0.0259 ** 

WML −0.139125 0.131559 −1.058 0.2916 

     

Short Only     

const 0.00672050 0.00260020 2.585 0.0105 ** 

Mkt-rf −0.631970 0.0564341 −11.20 <0.0001 *** 

SMB −0.0477340 0.0144612 −3.301 0.0011 *** 

HML −0.478063 0.159576 −2.996 0.0031 *** 

WML −0.0526768 0.0843339 −0.6246 0.5330 

OLS, using observations 2002:06-2018:12 (T = 199) 
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Appendix XVIII Portfolios with Fama-French including U.S. Combined 

 Coefficient Std. Error t-ratio p-value 

Dollar Neutral     

const 0.00466314 0.00115138 4.050 <0.0001 *** 

Mkt-rf −0.0491249 0.0280802 −1.749 0.0818 * 

SMB 0.0475342 0.0737200 0.6448 0.5198 

HML 0.0235063 0.0700301 0.3357 0.7375 

WML −0.0174881 0.0357268 −0.4895 0.6250 

     

Long Only     

const 0.00444492 0.00312027 1.425 0.1559 

Mkt-rf 0.365649 0.0760978 4.805 <0.0001 *** 

SMB 0.618051 0.199783 3.094 0.0023 *** 

HML 0.500278 0.189783 2.636 0.0091 *** 

WML −0.0667266 0.0968204 −0.6892 0.4915 

     

Short Only     

const 0.00488135 0.00278063 1.755 0.0808 * 

Mkt-rf −0.463899 0.0678144 −6.841 <0.0001 *** 

SMB −0.522982 0.178036 −2.938 0.0037 *** 

HML −0.453265 0.169125 −2.680 0.0080 *** 

WML 0.0317505 0.0862813 0.3680 0.7133 

OLS, using observations 2002:06-2018:12 (T = 199) 

 

Appendix XIX Portfolios with Fama-French including U.S. Momentum 

 Coefficient Std. Error t-ratio p-value 

Dollar Neutral     

const 0.000405164 0.00268776 0.1507 0.8803 

Mkt-rf −0.0227392 0.0655495 −0.3469 0.7290 

SMB −0.0372044 0.172090 −0.2162 0.8291 

HML 0.0601643 0.163476 0.3680 0.7133 

WML 0.247630 0.0833996 2.969 0.0034 *** 

     

LongOnly     

Const 0.000507831 0.00383623 0.1324 0.8948 

Mkt-rf 0.392113 0.0935586 4.191 <0.0001 *** 

SMB 0.684106 0.245623 2.785 0.0059 *** 

HML 0.422750 0.233329 1.812 0.0716 * 

WML 0.151364 0.119036 1.272 0.2050 

     

Short Only     

const 0.000302497 0.00474443 0.06376 0.9492 

Mkt-rf −0.437591 0.115708 −3.782 0.0002 *** 

SMB −0.758515 0.303773 −2.497 0.0134 ** 

HML −0.302422 0.288568 −1.048 0.2959 

WML 0.343897 0.147217 2.336 0.0205 ** 

OLS, using observations 2002:06-2018:12 (T = 199) 
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Appendix XX Portfolios with Fama-French including U.S. Value 

 Coefficient Std. Error t-ratio p-value 

Dollar Neutral     

const 0.00830257 0.00157204 5.281 <0.0001 *** 

Mkt-rf 0.0246748 0.0383392 0.6436 0.5206 

SMB 0.0697419 0.100654 0.6929 0.4892 

HML 0.0368196 0.0956155 0.3851 0.7006 

WML −0.179347 0.0487796 −3.677 0.0003 *** 

     

Long Only     

const 0.00847624 0.00330263 2.567 0.0110 ** 

Mkt-rf 0.379568 0.0805451 4.712 <0.0001 *** 

SMB 0.522460 0.211459 2.471 0.0143 *** 

HML 0.541282 0.200874 2.695 0.0077 *** 

WML −0.214769 0.102479 −2.096 0.0374 ** 

     

Short Only     

const 0.00812889 0.00289246 2.810 0.0055 *** 

Mkt-rf −0.330218 0.0705419 −4.681 <0.0001 *** 

SMB −0.382976 0.185197 −2.068 0.0400 ** 

HML −0.467643 0.175927 −2.658 0.0085 *** 

WML −0.143925 0.0897515 −1.604 0.1104 

OLS, using observations 2002:06-2018:12 (T = 199) 

 

Appendix XXI Portfolios with Fama-French including U.S. Size 

 Coefficient Std. Error t-ratio p-value 

Dollar Neutral     

const 0.00528168 0.00209938 2.516 0.0127 ** 

Mkt-rf −0.149310 0.0512000 −2.916 0.0040 *** 

SMB 0.110065 0.134418 0.8188 0.4139 

HML −0.0264649 0.127689 −0.2073 0.8360 

WML −0.120748 0.0651425 −1.854 0.0653 * 

     

Long Only     

const 0.00435069 0.00397425 1.095 0.2750 

Mkt-rf 0.325266 0.0969246 3.356 0.0010 *** 

SMB 0.647586 0.254460 2.545 0.0117 ** 

HML 0.536801 0.241724 2.221 0.0275 ** 

WML −0.136775 0.123319 −1.109 0.2688 

     

Short Only     

const 0.00621266 0.00260560 2.384 0.0181 ** 

Mkt-rf −0.623887 0.0635459 −9.818 <0.0001 *** 

SMB −0.427455 0.166830 −2.562 0.0112 ** 

HML −0.589730 0.158479 −3.721 0.0003 *** 

WML −0.104720 0.0808504 −1.295 0.1968 

OLS, using observations 2002:06-2018:12 (T = 199) 
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Appendix XXII Portfolios with Fama-French for Frontier Markets Combined  

 Coefficient Std. Error t-ratio p-value 

Dollar Neutral     

const 0.00651934 0.00103978 6.270 <0.0001 *** 

Mkt-rf −0.0145351 0.0189054 −0.7688 0.4429 

SMB 0.106157 0.0145591 7.291 <0.0001 *** 

HML 0.0468552 0.0119169 3.932 0.0001 *** 

WML 0.0297240 0.00964884 3.081 0.0024 *** 

     

Long Only     

const 0.0126982 0.00274349 4.628 <0.0001 *** 

Mkt-rf 0.554140 0.0498826 11.11 <0.0001 *** 

SMB 0.234153 0.0384147 6.095 <0.0001 *** 

HML 0.169968 0.0314432 5.406 <0.0001 *** 

WML 0.0440197 0.0254588 1.729 0.0854 * 

     

Short Only     

const 0.000340472 0.00247632 0.1375 0.8908 

Mkt-rf −0.583210 0.0450248 −12.95 <0.0001 *** 

SMB −0.0218387 0.0346737 −0.6298 0.5295 

HML −0.0762581 0.0283812 −2.687 0.0078 *** 

WML 0.0154282 0.0229795 0.6714 0.5028 

OLS, using observations 2002:06-2018:12 (T = 199) 

 

Appendix XXIII Portfolios with Fama-French for Frontier Markets Momentum 

 Coefficient Std. Error t-ratio p-value 

Dollar Neutral     

const −0.00210822 0.00247826 −0.8507 0.3960 

Mkt-rf −0.108338 0.0450602 −2.404 0.0171 ** 

SMB −0.0533956 0.0347010 −1.539 0.1255 

HML −0.0400385 0.0284035 −1.410 0.1602 

WML 0.175521 0.0229976 7.632 <0.0001 *** 

     

LongOnly     

Const 0.00484148 0.00372718 1.299 0.1955 

Mkt-rf 0.467573 0.0677681 6.900 <0.0001 *** 

SMB 0.101865 0.0521884 1.952 0.0524 * 

HML 0.0898817 0.0427173 2.104 0.0367 ** 

WML 0.177742 0.0345871 5.139 <0.0001 *** 

     

Short Only     

const −0.00905792 0.00433278 −2.091 0.0379 ** 

Mkt-rf −0.684248 0.0787792 −8.686 <0.0001 *** 

SMB −0.208656 0.0606681 −3.439 0.0007 *** 

HML −0.169959 0.0496581 −3.423 0.0008 *** 

WML 0.173301 0.0402069 4.310 <0.0001 *** 

OLS, using observations 2002:06-2018:12 (T = 199) 
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Appendix XXIV Portfolios with Fama-French for Frontier Markets Value 

 Coefficient Std. Error t-ratio p-value 

Dollar Neutral     

const 0.0106924 0.00156712 6.823 <0.0001 *** 

Mkt-rf 0.0805069 0.0284935 2.825 0.0052 *** 

SMB 0.0735019 0.0219430 3.350 0.0010 *** 

HML 0.0584698 0.0179608 3.255 0.0013 *** 

WML −0.0596483 0.0145424 −4.102 <0.0001 *** 

     

Long Only     

const 0.0158828 0.00294153 5.399 <0.0001 *** 

Mkt-rf 0.608579 0.0534834 11.38 <0.0001 *** 

SMB 0.171615 0.0411877 4.167 <0.0001 *** 

HML 0.152392 0.0337130 4.520 <0.0001 *** 

WML −0.0451632 0.0272966 −1.655 0.0996 * 

     

Short Only     

const 0.00550199 0.00275255 1.999 0.0470 ** 

Mkt-rf −0.447565 0.0500472 −8.943 <0.0001 *** 

SMB −0.0246110 0.0385415 −0.6386 0.5239 

HML −0.0354525 0.0315470 −1.124 0.2625 

WML −0.0741335 0.0255428 −2.902 0.0041 *** 

OLS, using observations 2002:06-2018:12 (T = 199) 

 

Appendix XXV Portfolios with Fama-French for Frontier Markets Size 

 Coefficient Std. Error t-ratio p-value 

Dollar Neutral     

const 0.0109738 0.00155624 7.052 <0.0001 *** 

Mkt-rf −0.0157744 0.0282957 −0.5575 0.5778 

SMB 0.298365 0.0217906 13.69 <0.0001 *** 

HML 0.122134 0.0178361 6.848 <0.0001 *** 

WML −0.0267011 0.0144414 −1.849 0.0660 * 

     

Long Only     

const 0.0173704 0.00320981 5.412 <0.0001 *** 

Mkt-rf 0.586268 0.0583612 10.05 <0.0001 *** 

SMB 0.428979 0.0449441 9.545 <0.0001 *** 

HML 0.267631 0.0367877 7.275 <0.0001 *** 

WML −0.000519657 0.0297861 −0.01745 0.9861 

     

Short Only     

const 0.00457734 0.00212118 2.158 0.0322 ** 

Mkt-rf −0.617817 0.0385676 −16.02 <0.0001 *** 

SMB 0.167751 0.0297010 5.648 <0.0001 *** 

HML −0.0233629 0.0243109 −0.9610 0.3377  

WML −0.0528825 0.0196839 −2.687 0.0078 *** 

OLS, using observations 2002:06-2018:12 (T = 199) 
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Appendix XXVI Portfolios with Frontier Fama-French (Value Weighted) Momentum 

 Coefficient Std. Error t-ratio p-value 

Dollar Neutral     

const −0.00200588 0.002521 −0.7956 0.4273 

Mkt-rf −0.0444317 0.047183 −0.9417 0.3475 

SMB −0.0525898 0.03883 −1.354 0.1772 

HML −0.0438009 0.028925 −1.514 0.1316 

WML 0.181949 0.023221 7.836 <0.0001 *** 

     

Long Only     

const 0.002472 0.003607 0.6854 0.4939 

Mkt-rf 0.550396 0.067498 8.154 <0.0001 *** 

SMB 0.236539 0.055549 4.258 <0.0001 *** 

HML 0.129834 0.041378 3.138 0.002 *** 

WML 0.139887 0.033218 4.211 <0.0001 *** 

OLS, using observations 2002:06-2018:12 (T = 199) 

 

Appendix XXVII Portfolios with Frontier Fama-French (Value Weighted) Value 

 Coefficient Std. Error t-ratio p-value 

Dollar Neutral     

const 0.01037 0.001578 6.571 <0.0001 *** 

Mkt-rf 0.078908 0.02953 2.672 0.0082 *** 

SMB 0.090581 0.024302 3.727 0.0003 *** 

HML 0.0643 0.018103 3.552 0.0005 *** 

WML −0.0657190 0.014533 −4.522 <0.0001 *** 

     

Long Only     

const 0.013492 0.00308 4.38 <0.0001 *** 

Mkt-rf 0.587385 0.057646 10.19 <0.0001 *** 

SMB 0.297212 0.047441 6.265 <0.0001 *** 

HML 0.195863 0.035339 5.542 <0.0001 *** 

WML −0.0907966 0.02837 −3.200 0.0016 *** 

OLS, using observations 2002:06-2018:12 (T = 199) 

 

Appendix XXVIII Portfolios with Frontier Fama-French (Value Weighted) Size 

 Coefficient Std. Error t-ratio p-value 

Dollar Neutral     

const 0.010647 0.00155 6.871 <0.0001 *** 

Mkt-rf 0.057052 0.028999 1.967 0.0506 * 

SMB 0.322952 0.023866 13.53 <0.0001 *** 

HML 0.125787 0.017777 7.076 <0.0001 *** 

WML −0.0275565 0.014272 −1.931 0.055 * 

     

Long Only     

const 0.014948 0.003274 4.565 <0.0001 *** 

Mkt-rf 0.588153 0.061278 9.598 <0.0001 *** 

SMB 0.558563 0.05043 11.08 <0.0001 *** 

HML 0.310983 0.037565 8.279 <0.0001 *** 

WML −0.0451090 0.030157 −1.496 0.1363 

OLS, using observations 2002:06-2018:12 (T = 199) 
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Appendix XXIX Portfolios with Frontier Fama-French (Value Weighted) Combined 

 Coefficient Std. Error t-ratio p-value 

Dollar Neutral     

const 0.006337 0.00104 6.094 <0.0001 *** 

Mkt-rf 0.030509 0.019459 1.568 0.1185 

SMB 0.120314 0.016014 7.513 <0.0001 *** 

HML 0.048762 0.011929 4.088 <0.0001 *** 

WML 0.029558 0.009576 3.087 0.0023 *** 

     

Long Only     

const 0.010304 0.00275 3.747 0.0002 *** 

Mkt-rf 0.575312 0.051462 11.18 <0.0001 *** 

SMB 0.364105 0.042352 8.597 <0.0001 *** 

HML 0.212227 0.031548 6.727 <0.0001 *** 

WML 0.001327 0.025326 0.0524 0.9583 

OLS, using observations 2002:06-2018:12 (T = 199) 

 

Appendix XXX Portfolios with long Fama-French factors Momentum 

 Coefficient Std. Error t-ratio p-value 

Global ex U.S.     

const −0.00119251 0.00390012 −0.3058 0.7601 

Mkt-rf −0.699131 0.356274 −1.962 0.0512  * 

Small 0.615359 0.302367 2.035 0.0432  ** 

High 0.485151 0.428213 1.133 0.2586 

Winner 0.0628555 0.0835427 0.7524 0.4527 

     

Global Inc U.S.     

const 0.00166124 0.00399241 0.4161 0.6778 

Mkt-rf −0.247066 0.399937 −0.6178 0.5375 

Small 1.08637 0.344041 3.158 0.0018  *** 

High −0.502317 0.486466 −1.033 0.3031 

Winner −0.0550696 0.0862939 −0.6382 0.5241 

     

Frontier Fama French     

const 0.00350765 0.00333584 1.052 0.2943 

Mkt-rf 0.242145 0.0601829 4.023 <0.0001 *** 

Small 0.150655 0.0611836 2.462 0.0147   ** 

High 0.195235 0.0633641 3.081 0.0024   *** 

Winner 0.109965 0.0186475 5.897 <0.0001 *** 

OLS, using observations 2002:06-2018:12 (T = 199) 
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Appendix XXXI Portfolios with long Fama-French factors Value 

 Coefficient Std. Error t-ratio p-value 

Global ex U.S.     

const 0.00345671 0.00330225 1.047 0.2965 

Mkt-rf −0.707223 0.301659 −2.344 0.0201  ** 

Small 0.195011 0.256016 0.7617 0.4472 

High 0.977341 0.362571 2.696 0.0076  *** 

Winner 0.149789 0.0707361 2.118 0.0355  ** 

     

Global Inc U.S.     

const 0.00699374 0.00348858 2.005 0.0464  ** 

Mkt-rf 0.288964 0.349466 0.8269 0.4093 

Small 1.04525 0.300624 3.477 0.0006  *** 

High −0.891356 0.425076 −2.097 0.0373  ** 

Winner 0.0103592 0.0754039 0.1374 0.8909 

     

Frontier Fama French     

const 0.0163016 0.00253968 6.419 <0.0001 *** 

Mkt-rf 0.214061 0.0458192 4.672 <0.0001 *** 

Small 0.206598 0.0465810 4.435 <0.0001 *** 

High 0.402833 0.0482412 8.350 <0.0001 *** 

Winner 0.0297130 0.0141970 2.093 0.0377    ** 

OLS, using observations 2002:06-2018:12 (T = 199) 

 

Appendix XXXII Portfolios with long Fama-French factors Size 

 Coefficient Std. Error t-ratio p-value 

Global ex U.S.     

const −0.000207243 0.00402658 −0.05147 0.9590 

Mkt-rf −0.887297 0.367826 −2.412 0.0168  ** 

Small 0.333549 0.312171 1.068 0.2866 

High 0.940387 0.442098 2.127 0.0347  ** 

Winner 0.137517 0.0862515 1.594 0.1125 

     

Global Inc U.S.     

const 0.00330430 0.00415307 0.7956 0.4272 

Mkt-rf 0.0191095 0.416030 0.04593 0.9634 

Small 1.14445 0.357885 3.198 0.0016  *** 

High −0.800288 0.506042 −1.581 0.1154 

Winner 0.000352939 0.0897663 0.003932 0.9969 

     

Frontier Fama French     

const 0.0151820 0.00283669 5.352 <0.0001 *** 

Mkt-rf 0.0321833 0.0511776 0.6289 0.5302 

Small 0.384493 0.0520286 7.390 <0.0001 *** 

High 0.400504 0.0538828 7.433 <0.0001 *** 

Winner 0.0582311 0.0158573 3.672 0.0003    *** 

OLS, using observations 2002:06-2018:12 (T = 199) 
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Appendix XXXIII Portfolios with long Fama-French factors Combined 

 Coefficient Std. Error t-ratio p-value 

Global ex U.S.     

const 0.000685654 0.00310955 0.2205 0.8257 

Mkt-rf −0.764550 0.284056 −2.692 0.0077  *** 

Small 0.381306 0.241076 1.582 0.1154 

High 0.800960 0.341413 2.346 0.0200  ** 

Winner 0.116721 0.0666082 1.752 0.0813  * 

     

Global Inc U.S.     

const 0.00398643 0.00325303 1.225 0.2219 

Mkt-rf 0.0203357 0.325870 0.06240 0.9503 

Small 1.09202 0.280326 3.896 0.0001  *** 

High −0.731320 0.396374 −1.845 0.0666  * 

Winner −0.0147858 0.0703125 −0.2103 0.8337 

     

Frontier Fama French     

const 0.0116637 0.00208654 5.590 <0.0001 *** 

Mkt-rf 0.162796 0.0376439 4.325 <0.0001 *** 

Small 0.247249 0.0382698 6.461 <0.0001 *** 

High 0.332857 0.0396337 8.398 <0.0001 *** 

Winner 0.0659696 0.0116639 5.656 <0.0001 *** 

OLS, using observations 2002:06-2018:12 (T = 199) 

 

Appendix XXXIV Portfolios with Frontier Fama-French (Value Weighted) Africa Momentum 

 Coefficient Std. Error t-ratio p-value 

Dollar Neutral     

const 0.00538833 0.00340312 1.583 0.1163 

Mkt-rf 0.0305894 0.105749 0.2893 0.7729 

SMB −0.0218712 0.0738090 −0.2963 0.7676 

HML −0.0193617 0.0515541 −0.3756 0.7080 

WML 0.0863841 0.0568630 1.519 0.1316 

     

Long Only     

const 0.000162258 0.00446734 0.03632 0.9711 

Mkt-rf 0.825180 0.148607 5.553 <0.0001 *** 

Small −0.0533192 0.0950723 −0.5608 0.5761 

High 0.0329476 0.119180 0.2765 0.7827 

Winner 0.0468659 0.0430041 1.090 0.2782 

OLS, using observations 2009:08-2018:12 (T = 113) 

 

Appendix XXXV Portfolios with Frontier Fama-French (Value Weighted) Africa Value 

 Coefficient Std. Error t-ratio p-value 

Dollar Neutral     

const 0.00176112 0.00188889 0.9324 0.3532 

Mkt-rf 0.0247266 0.0586957 0.4213 0.6744 

SMB 0.0216000 0.0409674 0.5272 0.5991 

HML 0.0452518 0.0286149 1.581 0.1167 

WML −0.0208017 0.0315616 −0.6591 0.5112 
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Long Only     

const −0.00399611 0.00372117 −1.074 0.2853 

Mkt-rf 0.597186 0.123786 4.824 <0.0001 *** 

Small 0.0157481 0.0791926 0.1989 0.8427 

High 0.151745 0.0992739 1.529 0.1293 

Winner −0.0188134 0.0358212 −0.5252 0.6005 

OLS, using observations 2009:08-2018:12 (T = 113) 

 

Appendix XXXVI Portfolios with Frontier Fama-French (Value Weighted) Africa Size 

 Coefficient Std. Error t-ratio p-value 

Dollar Neutral     

const 0.00226773 0.00190790 1.189 0.2372 

Mkt-rf −0.160709 0.0592863 −2.711 0.0078  *** 

SMB 0.112179 0.0413797 2.711 0.0078  *** 

HML 0.0305749 0.0289029 1.058 0.2925 

WML −0.0140091 0.0318792 −0.4394 0.6612 

     

Long Only     

const −0.00361976 0.00396178 −0.9137 0.3629 

Mkt-rf 0.458254 0.131790 3.477 0.0007 *** 

Small 0.0917514 0.0843133 1.088 0.2789 

High 0.0875817 0.105693 0.8286 0.4091 

Winner 0.0144651 0.0381375 0.3793 0.7052 

OLS, using observations 2009:08-2018:12 (T = 113) 

 

Appendix XXXVII Portfolios with Frontier Fama-French (Value Weighted) Africa Combined 

 Coefficient Std. Error t-ratio p-value 

Dollar Neutral     

const 0.00313906 0.00149046 2.106 0.0375  ** 

Mkt-rf −0.0351310 0.0463148 −0.7585 0.4498 

SMB 0.0373026 0.0323260 1.154 0.2511 

HML 0.0188217 0.0225791 0.8336 0.4064 

WML 0.0171911 0.0249042 0.6903 0.4915 

     

Long Only     

const −0.00248454 0.00317425 −0.7827 0.4355 

Mkt-rf 0.626873 0.105593 5.937 <0.0001 *** 

Small 0.0180601 0.0675534 0.2673 0.7897 

High 0.0907583 0.0846833 1.072 0.2862 

Winner 0.0141725 0.0305565 0.4638 0.6437 

OLS, using observations 2009:08-2018:12 (T = 113) 

 

Appendix XXXVIII Portfolios with Frontier Fama-French (Value Weighted) Asia Momentum 

 Coefficient Std. Error t-ratio p-value 

Dollar Neutral     

const −0.00927540 0.00357208 −2.597 0.0107 ** 

Mkt-rf −0.263174 0.111000 −2.371 0.0195 ** 

SMB −0.338758 0.0774736 −4.373 <0.0001 *** 

HML −0.197887 0.0541137 −3.657 0.0004 *** 

WML 0.468607 0.0596863 7.851 <0.0001 *** 
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Long Only     

const −6.08201e-05 0.00528883 −0.01150 0.9908 

Mkt-rf −0.0216965 0.175935 −0.1233 0.9021 

Small 0.323818 0.112555 2.877 0.0048 *** 

High −0.187246 0.141096 −1.327 0.1873 

Winner 0.279518 0.0509121 5.490 <0.0001 *** 

OLS, using observations 2009:08-2018:12 (T = 113) 

 

Appendix XXXIX Portfolios with Frontier Fama-French (Value Weighted) Asia Value 

 Coefficient Std. Error t-ratio p-value 

Dollar Neutral     

const −0.000166085 0.00382521 −0.04342 0.9654 

Mkt-rf 0.201606 0.118865 1.696 0.0928 * 

SMB 0.183519 0.0829636 2.212 0.0291 ** 

HML −0.169696 0.0579484 −2.928 0.0042 *** 

WML −0.0548303 0.0639158 −0.8579 0.3929 

     

Long Only     

const −0.00448574 0.00868631 −0.5164 0.6066 

Mkt-rf 0.813559 0.288953 2.816 0.0058 *** 

Small 1.15449 0.184859 6.245 <0.0001 *** 

High −0.876148 0.231735 −3.781 0.0003 *** 

Winner 0.0702326 0.0836175 0.8399 0.4028 

OLS, using observations 2009:08-2018:12 (T = 113) 

 

Appendix XL Portfolios with Frontier Fama-French (Value Weighted) Asia Size 

 Coefficient Std. Error t-ratio p-value 

Dollar Neutral     

const 0.00906149 0.00231145 3.920 0.0002 *** 

Mkt-rf 0.149722 0.0718264 2.085 0.0395 ** 

SMB 0.464792 0.0501322 9.271 <0.0001 *** 

HML 0.318013 0.0350163 9.082 <0.0001 *** 

WML 0.0537917 0.0386222 1.393 0.1666 

     

Long Only     

const 0.0214912 0.00373123 5.760 <0.0001 *** 

Mkt-rf −0.550290 0.124121 −4.434 <0.0001 *** 

Small 0.441984 0.0794068 5.566 <0.0001 *** 

High 0.901924 0.0995425 9.061 <0.0001 *** 

Winner 0.114354 0.0359181 3.184 0.0019 *** 

OLS, using observations 2009:08-2018:12 (T = 113) 

 

Appendix XLI Portfolios with Frontier Fama-French (Value Weighted) Asia Combined 

 Coefficient Std. Error t-ratio p-value 

Dollar Neutral     

const −0.000126664 0.00193075 −0.06560 0.9478 

Mkt-rf 0.0293848 0.0599964 0.4898 0.6253 

SMB 0.103184 0.0418753 2.464 0.0153 ** 

HML −0.0165233 0.0292490 −0.5649 0.5733 
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WML 0.155856 0.0322610 4.831 <0.0001 *** 

     

Long Only     

const 0.00564822 0.00394171 1.433 0.1548 

Mkt-rf 0.0805239 0.131122 0.6141 0.5404 

Small 0.640098 0.0838861 7.631 <0.0001 *** 

High −0.0538233 0.105158 −0.5118 0.6098 

Winner 0.154702 0.0379443 4.077 <0.0001 *** 

OLS, using observations 2009:08-2018:12 (T = 113) 

 

Appendix XLII Portfolios with Frontier Fama-French (Value Weighted) EUME Momentum 

 Coefficient Std. Error t-ratio p-value 

Dollar Neutral     

const 0.00257910 0.00352466 0.7317 0.4659 

Mkt-rf 0.189272 0.109526 1.728 0.0868 * 

SMB 0.0102405 0.0764451 0.1340 0.8937 

HML −0.0407085 0.0533954 −0.7624 0.4475 

WML −0.0199333 0.0588939 −0.3385 0.7357 

     

Long Only     

const −0.00156060 0.00506669 −0.3080 0.7587 

Mkt-rf 0.981228 0.168545 5.822 <0.0001 *** 

Small 0.0985132 0.107827 0.9136 0.3630 

High 0.0879218 0.135170 0.6505 0.5168 

Winner −0.0218527 0.0487737 −0.4480 0.6550 

OLS, using observations 2009:08-2018:12 (T = 113) 

 

Appendix XLIII Portfolios with Frontier Fama-French (Value Weighted) EUME Value 

 Coefficient Std. Error t-ratio p-value 

Dollar Neutral     

const 0.00145612 0.00399718 0.3643 0.7164 

Mkt-rf 0.00343359 0.124209 0.02764 0.9780 

SMB −0.124186 0.0866933 −1.432 0.1549 

HML −0.144874 0.0605535 −2.392 0.0185 ** 

WML −0.350285 0.0667892 −5.245 <0.0001 *** 

     

Long Only     

const −0.00684358 0.00584028 −1.172 0.2439 

Mkt-rf 0.774796 0.194279 3.988 0.0001 *** 

Small 0.0364672 0.124291 0.2934 0.7698 

High −0.0335207 0.155808 −0.2151 0.8301 

Winner 0.0134055 0.0562205 0.2384 0.8120 

OLS, using observations 2009:08-2018:12 (T = 113) 

 

Appendix XLIV Portfolios with Frontier Fama-French (Value Weighted) EUME Size 

 Coefficient Std. Error t-ratio p-value 

Dollar Neutral     

const 0.00585213 0.00444092 1.318 0.1904 

Mkt-rf −0.343303 0.137998 −2.488 0.0144 ** 

SMB −0.0998679 0.0963174 −1.037 0.3021 
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HML −0.127032 0.0672757 −1.888 0.0617 * 

WML −0.353820 0.0742036 −4.768 <0.0001 *** 

     

Long Only     

const −0.000173589 0.00460866 −0.03767 0.9700 

Mkt-rf 0.280007 0.153308 1.826 0.0705 * 

Small −0.00376942 0.0980799 −0.03843 0.9694 

High 0.0124767 0.122951 0.1015 0.9194 

Winner 0.0700395 0.0443645 1.579 0.1173 

OLS, using observations 2009:08-2018:12 (T = 113) 

 

Appendix XLV Portfolios with Frontier Fama-French (Value Weighted) EUME Combined 

 Coefficient Std. Error t-ratio p-value 

Dollar Neutral     

const 0.00329578 0.00288736 1.141 0.2562 

Mkt-rf −0.0501993 0.0897222 −0.5595 0.5770 

SMB −0.0712711 0.0626228 −1.138 0.2576 

HML −0.104205 0.0437408 −2.382 0.0190 ** 

WML −0.241346 0.0482451 −5.003 <0.0001 *** 

     

Long Only     

const −0.00285926 0.00405272 −0.7055 0.4820 

Mkt-rf 0.678677 0.134815 5.034 <0.0001 *** 

Small 0.0437370 0.0862487 0.5071 0.6131 

High 0.0222926 0.108119 0.2062 0.8370 

Winner 0.0205307 0.0390129 0.5263 0.5998 

OLS, using observations 2009:08-2018:12 (T = 113) 

 

Appendix XLVI Unit root tests for Combined  

Null Hypothesis: COMBINED has a unit root  

Exogenous: Constant, Linear Trend  

Lag Length: 0 (Automatic - based on SIC, maxlag=14) 

     
        t-Statistic   Prob.* 

     
     Augmented Dickey-Fuller test statistic -12.25780  0.0000 

Test critical values: 1% level  -4.005076  

 5% level  -3.432682  

 10% level  -3.140127  

     
     *MacKinnon (1996) one-sided p-values.  

 

Appendix XLVII Unit root tests for Momentum 

Null Hypothesis: MOMENTUM has a unit root  

Exogenous: Constant, Linear Trend  

Lag Length: 0 (Automatic - based on SIC, maxlag=14) 

     
        t-Statistic   Prob.* 

     
     Augmented Dickey-Fuller test statistic -12.05472  0.0000 

Test critical values: 1% level  -4.005076  

   5% level    -3.432682  
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 10% level    -3.140127  

     
     *MacKinnon (1996) one-sided p-values.  
 

Appendix XLVIII Unit root tests for Value 

Null Hypothesis: VALUE has a unit root  

Exogenous: Constant, Linear Trend  

Lag Length: 0 (Automatic - based on SIC, maxlag=14) 

     
        t-Statistic   Prob.* 

     
     Augmented Dickey-Fuller test statistic -12.20543  0.0000 

Test critical values: 1% level  -4.005076  

   5% level    -3.432682  

 10% level    -3.140127  

     
     
*MacKinnon (1996) one-sided p-values.  
 

Appendix XLIX Unit root tests for Size 

Null Hypothesis: SIZE has a unit root  

Exogenous: Constant, Linear Trend  

Lag Length: 1 (Automatic - based on SIC, maxlag=14) 

     
        t-Statistic   Prob.* 

     
     Augmented Dickey-Fuller test statistic -7.670690  0.0000 

Test critical values: 1% level  -4.005318  

 5% level  -3.432799  

 10% level  -3.140195  

     
     *MacKinnon (1996) one-sided p-values.  
 

Appendix L Unit root tests for Combined Long Only 

Null Hypothesis: COMBINED_LONG has a unit root 

Exogenous: Constant, Linear Trend  

Lag Length: 0 (Automatic - based on SIC, maxlag=14) 

     
        t-Statistic   Prob.* 

     
     Augmented Dickey-Fuller test statistic -11.41834  0.0000 

Test critical values: 1% level  -4.005076  

     5% level    -3.432682  

 10% level    -3.140127  

     
     
*MacKinnon (1996) one-sided p-values.  
 

Appendix LI Unit root tests for Momentum Long Only 

Null Hypothesis: MOMENTUM_LONG has a unit root 

Exogenous: Constant, Linear Trend  

Lag Length: 0 (Automatic - based on SIC, maxlag=14) 

     
        t-Statistic   Prob.* 

     
     Augmented Dickey-Fuller test statistic -12.64985  0.0000 

Test critical values: 1% level  -4.005076  
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   5% level    -3.432682  

 10% level    -3.140127  

     
     *MacKinnon (1996) one-sided p-values.  

 

Appendix LII Unit root tests for Value Long Only 

Null Hypothesis: VALUE_LONG has a unit root  

Exogenous: Constant, Linear Trend  

Lag Length: 0 (Automatic - based on SIC, maxlag=14) 

     
        t-Statistic   Prob.* 

     
     Augmented Dickey-Fuller test statistic -11.10838  0.0000 

Test critical values: 1% level  -4.005076  

   5% level    -3.432682  

 10% level    -3.140127  

     
     
*MacKinnon (1996) one-sided p-values.  
 

Appendix LIII Unit root tests for Size Long Only 

Null Hypothesis: SIZE_LONG has a unit root  

Exogenous: Constant, Linear Trend  

Lag Length: 0 (Automatic - based on SIC, maxlag=14) 

     
        t-Statistic   Prob.* 

     
     Augmented Dickey-Fuller test statistic -11.44347  0.0000 

Test critical values: 1% level  -4.005076  

 5% level  -3.432682  

 10% level  -3.140127  

     
     *MacKinnon (1996) one-sided p-values.  
 

Appendix LIV Unit root tests for Combined Short Only 

Null Hypothesis: COMBINED_SHORT has a unit root 

Exogenous: Constant, Linear Trend  

Lag Length: 0 (Automatic - based on SIC, maxlag=14) 

     
        t-Statistic   Prob.* 

     
     Augmented Dickey-Fuller test statistic -9.958023  0.0000 

Test critical values: 1% level  -4.005076  

   5% level    -3.432682  

 10% level    -3.140127  

     
     
*MacKinnon (1996) one-sided p-values.  
 

Appendix LV Unit root tests for Momentum Short Only 

Null Hypothesis: MOMENTUM_SHORT has a unit root 

Exogenous: Constant, Linear Trend  

Lag Length: 0 (Automatic - based on SIC, maxlag=14) 

     
        t-Statistic   Prob.* 

     
     Augmented Dickey-Fuller test statistic -11.41555  0.0000 
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Test critical values: 1% level  -4.005076  

   5% level    -3.432682  

 10% level    -3.140127  

     
     
*MacKinnon (1996) one-sided p-values.  
 

Appendix LVI Unit root tests for Value Short Only 

Null Hypothesis: VALUE_SHORT has a unit root  

Exogenous: Constant, Linear Trend  

Lag Length: 2 (Automatic - based on SIC, maxlag=14) 

     
        t-Statistic   Prob.* 

     
     Augmented Dickey-Fuller test statistic -5.019072  0.0003 

Test critical values: 1% level  -4.005562  

 5% level  -3.432917  

 10% level  -3.140265  

     
     *MacKinnon (1996) one-sided p-values.  
 

Appendix LVII Unit root tests for Size Short Only 

Null Hypothesis: SIZE_SHORT has a unit root  

Exogenous: Constant, Linear Trend  

Lag Length: 0 (Automatic - based on SIC, maxlag=14) 

     
        t-Statistic   Prob.* 

     
     Augmented Dickey-Fuller test statistic -8.979879  0.0000 

Test critical values: 1% level  -4.005076  

   5% level    -3.432682  

 10% level    -3.140127  

     
     
*MacKinnon (1996) one-sided p-values.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


